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Abstract

In this paper we present two non-standard-type inference systems for conjunctive strictness
and totality analyses of higher-order-typed functional programs and prove completeness results
for both the strictness and the totality-type entailment relations. We also study the interactions
between strictness and totality analyses, showing that the information obtainable by a system
that combines the two analyses, even though more re.ned than the information given by the
two separate systems, cannot be e/ectively used. A main feature of our approach is that all the
results are proved by relying directly on the operational semantics of the programming language
considered. This leads to a rather direct presentation which involves relatively little mathematical
overhead. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Laziness is a useful but costly feature of functional languages. Eager evaluation is
simpler to implement and generally more e8cient. Thus, signi.cant optimization can
be obtained by a static analysis of a program that can tell when a function can be
applied to an argument by value 1 without altering the semantics of the program.
Of the two major approaches to static analysis of functional languages, abstract in-

terpretation and non-standard-type inference, in this paper we consider the latter. Our
aim is to study the logical properties of non-standard-type assignment systems with
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1 A function is applied to an argument by value if the argument is evaluated .rst, and its value is bound

to the formal parameter in the evaluation of the body of the function.
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conjunction for both strictness and totality analysis and to investigate the interaction
between strictness and totality properties when they are together in a single system. The
two separate systems are rather simple and have nice logical properties. The entailment
relation, in particular, is complete with respect to an operational semantics (formalized
as the term model induced by observational equivalence) which includes a “parallel or”
operator. This is because by using conjunction we can express properties which have
a typical “non-sequential” nature. The combined system, instead, turns out to require
a much more complex structure. Even if we add new rules to represent the interaction
between strictness and totality properties, it seems very hard to get a complete set of
rules for the entailment relation. A main result of this paper is a theorem stating the
conservativity of the combined system with respect to both the strictness and totality
systems taken separately. An immediate consequence is that the combined system gives
no more information than can be obtained performing strictness analysis and, separately,
totality analysis.
An inference system for strictness properties with conjunction has been introduced in

[14, 2], where the main properties of the system are proved starting from a denotational
semantics of the language. We get the same results but with a purely operational ap-
proach which makes it possible to relate the properties studied directly to the behaviour
of programs. In [23] (see also [24, 21, 22]) a non-standard-type assignment system for
performing combined strictness and totality analysis is introduced. Our combined sys-
tem is essentially an improvement of that of [22]. The logical investigation of the to-
tality system (in Section 5 of this paper) and the separability results for the combined
system (in Section 6) are new. Similar results, but for a system without conjunction,
have been proved in [5], which can be seen as a preliminary and simpli.ed version of
this paper. The introduction of conjunction adds technical di8culties whose solution is
not trivial.
The functional language considered in this paper is an extension of PCF (see [19])

with pairs, called PCFP. We de.ne, for each type � of the language, a set of strict-
ness and totality types expressing properties of terms of type �. This set contains the
following three basic non-standard types (or basic properties):
• ⊥�, which denotes non-terminating terms of type �,
• �⊥�, which denotes terminating terms of type �, and
• ��, which denotes all terms of type �.
Here non-termination means not having a weak head normal form (whnf for short), and
termination or totality means having a whnf. Strictness and totality types are de.ned
from these basic properties using the standard-type constructors. For instance, ⊥int →
⊥int denotes strict 2 functions from integers to integers, while �⊥int → �⊥int denotes
functions that terminate whenever applied to a terminating argument.

2 A function is strict in an argument (formal parameter) if it does not terminate whenever the argument
(actual parameter) does not terminate.
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Given an application

FM1 · · ·Mn;

where n¿1, it is possible to replace the lazy application of FM1 · · ·Mk−1 to Mk (16
k6n) with an eager, by value, application, if
• either F has the property  1 → · · · →  k−1 →⊥�k →  k+1 → · · · →  n →⊥� for some

 i, and each Mi, i �= k, has the property  i,
• or Mk has the property �⊥�k .
It is sometimes useful to combine the strictness and totality information. Consider, for
instance, the program (taken from p. 114 of [24]):

let f = �g:�x:g(x); h = : : : ; y = : : : in f(�x:x)y + fh3 end (1)

Among the strictness types for f we have

⊥int→int → �int → ⊥int and (⊥int → ⊥int) → ⊥int → ⊥int:

Moreover �x:x has strictness type ⊥int→⊥int, and 3 has totality type �⊥int. The strict-
ness type ⊥int→int→�int→⊥int says that the function f is strict in its .rst argument.
Therefore, we can apply f to the .rst argument by value in all contexts. For the sec-
ond argument, we have to look at the properties of the two applications of f to an
argument (in the body of the let above): f(�x:x), and fh. Since f and (�x:x) have,
respectively, the properties (⊥int→⊥int)→⊥int → ⊥int and ⊥int→⊥int, f(�x:x) has
the property ⊥int→⊥int, i.e., it is strict in its argument. The same cannot be said for
fh. However, knowing that fh is applied to an always terminating term, allows us to
say that for all the uses of f in program (1) f can be applied by value to the second
argument.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the programming lan-

guage PCFP and its operational semantics. Section 3 introduces a language of strictness
and totality types with conjunction and its semantics. Sections 4 and 5 introduce, respec-
tively, a conjunctive strictness-type assignment system and a conjunctive totality-type
assignment system. In Section 5 we study the interactions between the two analyses. In
particular, we show that the strictness and totality types inferred by a combined system
(extending those proposed in [21–24]) give the same information as those inferred by
the strictness system of Section 4 and by the totality system of Section 5. In Section 7
we summarize the main contributions of the paper.
In Appendix A we give the proof of the Completeness Theorems for the entailment

relations for the strictness types of Section 4 and the totality types of Section 5, and
in Appendix B we summarize the notation used for the sets of non-standard types
introduced in the paper.
A preliminary version of this paper appeared as Chapter 5 of [10] (of which this

paper is an improved and corrected version). The results for the systems without con-
junction are detailed in Chapter 4 of [10] (see also [5]).
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2. The language PCFP

In this section we introduce a simple functional programming language and its op-
erational semantics. We use the acronym PCFP for this language, standing for “Pro-
gramming Computable Functions with Pairs”, since it is the dialect of the language
PCF [19] obtained by adding type constructors for pairs.
For a more comprehensive presentation of the material in Section 2.1 see [18], where

the language considered includes also lazy lists.

2.1. PCFP syntax and evaluation rules

The set of PCFP types T includes as ground types int and bool: the set of integers
numbers and the set of booleans.

De�nition 2.1 (PCFP types). PCFP types, ranged over by �; �, and � (with super-
scripts and subscripts if needed), are de.ned by the following grammar:

� ::= int | bool | � → � | �× �:

PCFP terms are de.ned from a set of typed term constants

K = { 0int; 1int; : : : : : : +int→int→int; -int→int→int; *int→int→int; : : :

truebool; falsebool; notbool → bool; andbool→bool→bool; : : :

=int→int→bool; <int→int→bool; : : : };
(ranged over by c), and a set V of typed term variables (ranged over by x�; y�; : : :).
The type of a constant c is denoted by T(c).

De�nition 2.2 (PCFP terms). The set of PCFP terms �T, ranged over by M;N; : : : ;
is de.ned by

�T = ∪
�∈T

��;

where the set �� is de.ned by the rules in Fig. 1.

According to De.nition 2.2, in a PCFP term M the types of variables and constants
are explicitly mentioned. In the following, we will omit types when they are clear from
the context.
The .nite set of free variables of a term M is denoted by FV(M). We take PCFP

terms modulo renaming of the bound variables. We often use the in.x notation for the
binary operators of the language, e.g., we write “3+ 5” instead of “+ 3 5”.
A substitution is a .nite function mapping term variables to terms, denoted by

[x�11 :=N1; : : : ; x
�n
n :=Nn] ( [̃x := Ñ ] for short), which respects the types, i.e., each x�i

i is
substituted by a term Ni of the same type. Substitution acts on free variables, where
renaming of the bound variables is assumed implicitly. Let �c

T be the set of the closed
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(Var)
x� ∈V

x� ∈��
(Con)

c� ∈K

c� ∈��

(→ I)
M ∈��

�x �:M ∈��→ �
(→E)

M ∈��→ � N ∈��

MN ∈��

(Fix)
M ∈��

fix x �:M ∈��
(If )

N ∈�bool M1 ∈�� M2 ∈��

ifN thenM1 elseM2 ∈��

(×I)
M1 ∈��1 M2 ∈��2

〈M1; M2〉 ∈��1×�2

(×Ei)
M ∈��1×�2

prji M ∈��i

i ∈ {1; 2}

Fig. 1. PCFP terms.

(CAN)
K ∈ VT

K ⇓K
(FIX)

M [x := fix x:M ]⇓K

fix x:M ⇓K

(APP)
M ⇓ �x:P P[x := N ]⇓K

MN ⇓K

(APPC)
M ⇓ c N ⇓ c1

MN ⇓ c2
(c1; c2) ∈ mean(c)

(IF1)
N ⇓ true M1 ⇓K

ifN thenM1 elseM2 ⇓K
(IF2)

N ⇓ false M2 ⇓K

ifN thenM1 elseM2 ⇓K

(PRJi)
P ⇓ 〈M1; M2〉 Mi ⇓K

prji P ⇓K
i ∈ {1; 2}

Fig. 2. “Natural semantics” evaluation rules.

PCFP terms: �c
T = {M |M ∈�T and FV(M)= ∅}. The values of the terms in �c

T are
de.ned via a standard operational semantics (see [20, 16]) described by judgments of
the form M ⇓K , where M is a closed term and K is a closed term in whnf, that is,
K ∈VT, where

VT = K ∪ {�x:N | �x:N ∈ �c
T} ∪ {〈M1; M2〉 | 〈M1; M2〉 ∈ �c

T}:

All the functional constants c of the language have a type of the shape �1 → �2
or �1 → �2 → �3, for some �1; �2; �3 ∈{int; bool}. The meaning of c is given by a set
mean(c) of pairs such that if (c1; c2)∈mean(c) then cc1 evaluates to c2. For example,
(true; false)∈mean(not), (5;+5)∈mean(+), and (2; 7)∈mean(+5).

De�nition 2.3 (Value of a term). Let M ∈�c
T. We write M ⇓K , and say that M eval-

uates to K , if this statement is derivable by using the rules in Fig. 2.
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We write M ⇓ and say that “M is convergent” if there is a K such that M ⇓K , and
write M ⇑ and say that “M is divergent” if, for no K; M ⇓K .
In [18] two congruences on PCFP terms are introduced. The .rst is the congruence

on terms induced by the contextual preorder that compares the behaviour of terms just
at the ground-type int (ground contextual equivalence). The second is the congruence
induced by the contextual preorder that compares the behaviour of terms at every
type (lazy contextual equivalence). In this paper, for reasons that are explained after
De.nition 2.4, we consider the lazy contextual equivalence.
In the following de.nition (C[ ]�)� denotes a typed context of type � with a hole

of type � in it.

De�nition 2.4 (Lazy contextual equivalence). Let M and N be terms of type �. De-
.ne M4N whenever, for all type � and for all closed contexts (C[ ]�)�, if C[M ]
and C[N ] are closed terms, then C[M ]⇓ implies C[N ]⇓ . The relation 4 is the lazy
contextual preorder and the equivalence induced by 4, denoted by �, is the lazy
observational equivalence.

The ground contextual preorder compares terms just at the ground level. That is,
M4gndN if for all closed contexts (C[ ]�)int, if C[M ] and C[N ] are closed terms, then
C[M ]⇓ implies C[N ]⇓ . It is immediate to see that M�N implies M�gnd N . The
reverse is not true. For instance, fixf�1→�2 :f (the divergent term of type �1 → �2) is
equivalent to �y�1 :fix z�2 :z for �gnd but not for �. In our analyses totality is identi.ed
with having a whnf, e.g., �y�1 :fix z�2 :z is a total term whereas fixf�1→�2 :f is not.
For this reason we consider the lazy contextual equivalence (the ground contextual
equivalence is too coarse for capturing this notion of totality).

De�nition 2.5. For any type � let u� denote the term fix x�:x, i.e., the canonical di-
vergent term of type �. For each natural number n, de.ne fix(n) x�:M as follows:

fix(0)x�:M = u�;

fix(n+1)x�:M = M [x� := fix(n)x�:M ]:

A property of evaluation, corresponding to syntactic continuity, is the following.

Proposition 2.6. For every PCFP context (C[ ]�)�, if (C[fix x:M ]�)� ⇓ then there
exists m¿0 such that (C[fix(m) x:M ]�)� ⇓ .

2.2. Closed term models of PCFP

In this section we introduce the term model induced by the lazy equivalence. We
also introduce richer term models containing a “convergence to whnf” test, isdef, and a
“parallel or” operator, por. Some of the type entailment relations between non-standard
types presented in this paper are complete with respect to these extended models.
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2.2.1. The model M
To de.ne the term model M for PCFP we .rst de.ne the interpretation of types

and then the interpretation of terms.
Let [M ] denote the equivalence class of the closed term M for the relation �. The

partial order 4 between terms is extended to equivalence classes by [M ]4[N ] if M4N .
The interpretation of a type � in M, I(�)M = {[M ] | M ∈�� ∩ �c

T} (with the partial
order 4), is the poset of the equivalence classes of the relation � on the closed terms
of type � in �c

T. For every type �, [u�] is the least element of I(�)M.
An environment is a mapping e : V → ⋃

�∈T I(�)
M which respects types, i.e., such

that, for all x�, e(x�) ∈ I(�)M. The interpretation of a term M in an environment e is
de.ned by

<M =Me = [M [x1 := N1; : : : ; xn := Nn]];

where {x1; : : : ; xn}=FV(M) and [Nl] = e(xl) (16l6n).
Two useful notions for the study of the semantic properties of types are those of

upward and downward closure of a set of values.

De�nition 2.7. Let A⊆ I(�)M for some type �. The downward closure of A is the set

Â = {[M ] |M 4 N for some [N] ∈ A};
and the upward closure is the set

QA = {[M ] |N � M for some [N] ∈ A}:

We say that a set A is downward (upward) closed if A=Â (A= RA). Note that all
the non-empty downward closed subsets A⊆ I(�)M contain the least element [u�] of
I(�)M.

2.2.2. The models Misdef;por, Misdef, and Mpor

To de.ne these models of PCFP, we use the set of terms obtained from �T by
extension with two new term constructors: one for the “parallel or” (por) and one for
testing whether a term has a whnf (isdef). The resulting set of terms is denoted by
�isdef;porT . We also consider the set of terms obtained by adding just the constructor
isdef or por. The corresponding set of terms are called �isdefT and �porT .

Extended terms: The term formation rules for the new constructors are the following:

(Por)
M1; : : : ; Mn ∈ �bool

por(M1; : : : ; Mn) ∈ �bool
n¿0 (Isdef )

M ∈ ��

isdef(M) ∈ �bool

and the evaluation rules are as follows:

(POR)
Mi ⇓ true

por(M1; : : : ; Mn) ⇓ true i ∈ {1; : : : ; n} (ISDEF)
N ⇓ K

isdef(N ) ⇓ true
Note that, according to these rules, the parallel or of zero arguments, por(), is divergent,
and the parallel or of n¿1 arguments convergent to false is divergent.
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The constructor isdef is the extension of the isfn constructor of [18, p. 280] to
consider ground types and pairs. Both por and (for non-ground types) isdef are not
internally de.nable in PCFP.
Extended term models: The closed term models Misdef;por, Misdef, and Mpor of

PCFP are de.ned by interpreting each type � as the set of the equivalence classes of
the relation � on the closed terms of type � in �isdef;porT , �isdefT , and �porT , respectively.
We remark that to consider such models we do not add isdef and/or por to PCFP but
just to the de.nition of the model.
The relation between the extended models and the model M is the following:

for all M;N ∈ �T; if <M =M
′

e = <N =M
′

e then <M =Me = <N =Me ;

where M′ ∈{Misdef;por;Misdef;Mpor}. Note that the extended models make more
distinctions between terms. For instance, in models M′ containing isdef, the terms
P= �f(int→int)→bool:fuint→int and Q= �f(int→int)→bool:f(�zint:uint) are such that
<P=M

′
e �= <Q=M′

e (since P(�xint→int:isdef(x))⇑ and Q(�xint→int:isdef(x))⇓ ), whereas
<P=Me = <Q=Me . Similarly, there are terms which are identi.ed in M but not in models
containing por (see Section 4 of [19]).

3. Conjunctive strictness and totality types

In this section we consider the language of strictness and totality types obtained from
the sets of basic properties {⊥�; �⊥�;��} (described in Section 1) using the standard-
type construction and allowing the use of conjunction.
The conjunction type constructor has been introduced (under the name of inter-

section) in [1, 6, 7] to overcome some weakness of the Hindley=Milner type system
[13, 17, 9]. In the conjunctive strictness and totality types of De.nition 3.1 and in the
systems in the next two sections we do not allow conjunction at the top level and to
the right of the arrow-type constructor. This restricted use of conjunction is essen-
tially the one described in [6, 7] (see also van Bakel’s Ph.D. thesis [25]). The same
restriction is used for strictness analysis in [11, 12]. As pointed out in [11] (see also
Theorem 3:3:2 of [14]), this restriction makes the type manipulation easier without
a/ecting the power of the logic.

De�nition 3.1 (Conjunctive strictness and totality types). The set of conjunctive
strictness and totality types (cst-types for short) T cst, ranged over by � and  , is
de.ned by

Tcst = ∪
�∈T

Tcst(�);

where the set T cst(�) is de.ned by the rules in Fig. 3. Conjunctions of elements in T cst,
i.e., expressions of the shape �1 ∧ · · · ∧�n, for some n¿1, and �1; : : : ; �n ∈T cst(�),
are ranged over by  .
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(a)
a ∈ {⊥; �⊥;�} � ∈ T

a� ∈ T cst(�)
(→)

�1; : : : ; �n ∈ T cst(�)  ∈ T cst(�)

�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n →  ∈ T cst(� → �)
n¿1

(×)
�1 ∈ T cst(�1) �2 ∈ T cst(�2)

�1 × �2 ∈ T cst(�1 × �2)

Fig. 3. Conjunctive strictness and totality types.

<��=M = I(�)M

<⊥�=M = {[u�]}
<�⊥�=M = I(�)M − {[u�]}
< →  =M = {[M ] | ∀[N ] ∈ < =M:[MN ] ∈ < =M}
<�1 × �2=M = {[M ] | ∀i ∈ {1; 2}:[prji M ]∈ <�i=M}
<�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n=M =

⋂
16i6n

<�i=M

Fig. 4. Semantics of conjunctive strictness and totality types.

Since cst-types are intended to be properties of terms, in the following we use the
words cst-type and property interchangeably. Note that each cst-type � belongs to
T cst(�) for a unique type �, that is denoted !(�). We call !(�) the underlying type
of the cst-type �. Let �� ( �) range over cst-types (conjunctions) with underlying
type �.
The meaning of cst-types in the model M is formalized by interpreting each cst-type

�� as a subset of I(�)M (the interpretation of the type � in M). In particular, the
basic property �� is interpreted as the whole interpretation of the type � (meaning that
we do not have any additional information on terms except their being of type �). The
property ⊥� is interpreted as the singleton set containing the equivalence class of the
closed terms of type � not having a whnf, and the property �⊥� is interpreted as the
set of the equivalence classes of the closed terms of type � having a whnf.

De�nition 3.2 (Semantics of cst-types). The interpretation <�=M of a cst-type � in the
model M is de.ned by the clauses in Fig. 4.

The previous interpretation can be de.ned also for the extended models of
Section 2.2.2. In what follows, all statements, except the one in which we use explicitly
one of the superscripts M, Misdef;por, Misdef, Mpor hold for all the interpretations.
Because of the presence of both strictness and totality types, there are conjunctions

whose interpretation is empty, for instance <�⊥int ∧⊥int== <�⊥int= ∩ <⊥int== ∅. However,
there are no empty cst-types. This can be proved by induction on the structure of
cst-types. In fact, there is no basic cst-type whose interpretation is empty. Moreover,
if  � is a conjunction whose interpretation is empty, and �� is any cst-type then
< � →��== I(�→ �) �= ∅.
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A cst-type can be classi.ed according to the basic property on the right-hand side
of its rightmost arrow. If this property is the non-informative one, ��, the whole cst-
type is non-informative. The property of terms that, when applied to some arguments
result in a divergent (convergent) computation is represented by cst-types whose basic
property on the right-hand side of their rightmost arrow is ⊥� (�⊥�).

De�nition 3.3 (�-cst-types, ⊥-cst-types and �⊥-cst-types). Let a∈{�;⊥; �⊥}. The set
T cst
a of a-cst-types is de.ned by

• a� ∈ T cst
a , for � ∈ T,

•  →  ∈ T cst
a , for  ∈ T cst

a and any conjunction  ,
• �1 ×�2 ∈ T cst

a , for �1; �2 ∈T cst
a .

We give here some basic properties of cst-types.

Proposition 3.4. �� ∈ T cst
� implies <��== I(�).

Proof. By structural induction on �� ∈ T cst
� .

�� = ��: Immediate by De.nition 3.2.
�� =  � →  �: If �� ∈ T cst

� then (by De.nition 3.3)  � ∈ T cst
� . By induction,

< �== I(�) which implies by de.nition of < � →  �=, see Fig. 4, that <��== I(�).
�� =��1

1 ×��2
2 : If �� ∈ T cst

� then (by De.nition 3.3) ��1
1 ; ��2

2 ∈ T cst
� . By induction,

<��1
1 == I(�1) and <��2

2 == I(�2), which implies by de.nition of the semantics of cst-
types, see Fig. 4, <��== I(�).

Because conjunction can be empty, the reverse of Proposition 3.4 is not true, as the
following example shows.

Example 3.5. Let  � be a conjunction such that < �== ∅ (like �⊥� ∧⊥�). Then < � →
�⊥�== I(�→ �) while  � → �⊥� =∈T cst

� .

A useful property of the cst-types semantics is the following.

Proposition 3.6. If; for all n¿0; [(C[fix(n) x:M ]�)�]∈ <��= then [(C[fix x:M ]�)�]∈ <��=.

Proof. By induction on the structure of cst-types.
�� ∈ {�⊥�;��}: Immediate.
�� =⊥�: By Proposition 2.6.
�� =  �1 →  �2 : For all [P] ∈ < �1 =, for all n¿0, [(C[fix(n) x:M ]�)�P] ∈ < �2 =.

So, by induction, we have that [(C[fix x:M ]�)�P] ∈ < �2 =: Then, by De.nition 3.2,
[(C[]�fix x:M� ∈ <��=.

�� =��1
1 ×��2

2 : Similar.

Now we introduce two predicates UP and DOWN which characterize subsets of
cst-types whose interpretations are upward or downward closed.
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De�nition 3.7. The predicates UP and DOWN on cst-types are inductively de.ned by
the following clauses:
• UP(��), DOWN(��), UP(�⊥�), DOWN(⊥�) are true.
• If UP(�) then UP( →�) for all conjunctions  .
• If DOWN(�) then DOWN( →�) for all conjunctions  .
• If UP(�) and UP( ) then UP(�×  ).
• If DOWN(�) and DOWN( ) then DOWN(�×  ).

The following property is easily proved by induction on cst-types.

Proposition 3.8. (1) If UP(�) then <�== R<�=.
(2) If DOWN(�) then <�== ˆ<�=.

Note that UP and DOWN are de.ned syntactically and not semantically. In particular,
the reverse of Proposition 3.8 is not true, again owing to the existence of conjunctions
with empty interpretation like in Example 3.5.
It is easy to show that �∈T cst

⊥ implies DOWN(�); �∈T cst
	⊥ implies UP(�) and

�∈T cst
� implies both DOWN(�) and UP(�). We also have that if either DOWN(�)

or UP(�) holds, then <�= �= ∅.
A remarkable fact is that if a conjunction (�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n) is such that either DOWN

(�i) for all 16i6n or UP(�i) for all 16i6n, then <�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n= �= ∅. In the case of
DOWN this is due to the fact that each non-empty downward closed subset A⊆ I(�)
contains [u�], the least element of I(�). In the case of UP this is a consequence of
the fact that all upward closed cst-types contain all the always convergent terms of the
proper type.

Proposition 3.9. Let  =�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n be such that either DOWN(�i) for all 16i6n;
or UP(�i) for all 16i6n. Then < = �= ∅. In particular; < = is downward closed in the
former case; and upward closed in the latter case.

There are, however, non-empty conjunctions which are neither upward nor downward
closed, like (⊥� →⊥�)∧ (�⊥� →�⊥�) whose interpretation contains the identity function
of type �→ �.

De�nition 3.10 (⊥�-cst-types and �⊥�-cst-types). The set of ⊥�-cst-types is de.ned
by T cst

⊥� = {�∈T cst|DOWN(�)}; and the set of �⊥�-cst-types is de.ned by T cst
	⊥� =

{�∈T cst |UP(�)}.

The sets T cst
� ; T cst

⊥ and T cst
	⊥ are pairwise disjoint, T cst

⊥ ∪T cst
� ⊂T cst

⊥�; T cst
	⊥ ∪T cst

� ⊂
T cst
	⊥�;T cst

	⊥ ∩T cst
⊥� = ∅ and T cst

⊥ ∩T cst
	⊥� = ∅.

In the next two sections we study strictness and totality analyses separately, and
their assignment to PCFP terms. Then, in Section 6, we study the interactions between
the two analyses.
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4. Conjunctive strictness analysis

Let Tcs be the subset of cst-types that does not contain the constructor �⊥. We call
the elements of Tcs conjunctive strictness types (cs-types for short). Note that cs-types
and conjunctions are downward closed.
Strictness types are used for detecting the arguments in which a function is strict

(for more comments about their use see the discussion in Section 1).

4.1. An entailment relation for conjunctive strictness types

The entailment relation 6cs is intended to represent inclusion of cs-types with re-
spect to the semantics introduced in Section 3. The axiom (�) for the entailment
relation of cs-types is a formalization of Propositions 3.4. The axiom (⊥) reTects the
fact that cs-types are downward closed and contain the divergent element. Rule (→)
is the standard structural rule for arrow types. Rule (∧ ) subsumes the standard rules
for conjunction introduction and elimination. Rule (×) is motivated by the fact that

�1 × �′
1 ∧ · · · ∧ �n × �′

n and (�1 ∧ · · · ∧ �n)× (�′
1 ∧ · · · ∧ �′

n)

are semantically equivalent (although the latter is not a legal cs-type). This is because
<�1 ×�′

1 ∧ · · · ∧�n ×�′
n== {[M ] | [prj1 M ]∈ <�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n= and [prj2 M ]∈ <�′

1 ∧ · · · ∧
�′

n=}. Restricting rule (×) to cs-types, that is using rule

(×′)
�6 �′6 ′

�× �′6 ×  ′

instead of (×), reduces the power of the system. For instance, with rule (×) we can
prove ⊥� ×⊥� ∼=cs (⊥� ×��)∧ (�� ×⊥�) (which is semantically sound). However,
using (×′) we can only prove ⊥� ×⊥� 6cs (⊥� ×��)∧ (�� ×⊥�).

De�nition 4.1 (Entailment relation for strictness types and conjunctions). We write
 16cs  2 when  16 2 is derivable by the rules in Fig. 5. By ∼=cs we denote the
equivalence relation induced by 6cs .

Notice that the relation 6cs is reTexive and transitive. The transitivity rule is ad-
missible, in the sense that if  1 6cs  2 and  2 6cs  3 are derivable, then also  16cs  3
is derivable. Moreover  16cs  2 implies !( 1)= !( 2).

Soundness of entailment for cs-types is stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 (Soundness of 6cs ). For all conjunctions  1 and  2;  16cs  2 implies
< 1=⊆ < 2=.

Proof. By induction on the structure of the derivation of the entailment judgment.

The absence of empty types implies that the set T�cs characterizes all cs-types whose
interpretation is the whole domain of the corresponding underlying type.
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(⊥) ⊥�6�� (�)
 � ∈T�cs

��6 � (Ref ) �6�

(→)
 26 1 �16�2

 1 →�16 2 → �2

(×)
�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n6 1 ∧ · · · ∧  m �′

1 ∧ · · · ∧�′
n6 ′

1 ∧ · · · ∧  ′
m

(�1 × �′
1)∧ · · · ∧ (�n × �′

n)6( 1 ×  ′
1)∧ · · · ∧ ( m ×  ′

m)

(∧ )
��

j16 �
1 · · · ��

jm6 �
m

��
1 ∧ · · · ∧��

n6 �
1 ∧ · · · ∧  �

m

j1; : : : ; jm ∈{1; : : : ; n}

Fig. 5. Entailment rules for cs-types (system 6cs ).

Proposition 4.3. Let  � =�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n. Then < �== <��= if and only if �1; : : : ; �n

∈T�cs if and only if  � ∼=cs ��.

Proof. < �== <��= implies �1; : : : ; �n ∈T�cs: We have that < �== I(�) implies <�1=
= · · · = <�n== I(�), so it is su8cient to prove that, for �∈Tcs, <�== I(�) implies
�∈T�cs. This follows by induction on �.

�1; : : : ; �n ∈T�cs implies  � ∼=cs ��: By rules (�) and (∧ ) of 6cs .
 � ∼=cs �� implies < �== <��=: By Theorem 4.2.

The entailment rules of Fig. 5 are not complete when we consider the semantics M.
Completeness fails for two distinct reasons that we illustrate in the following examples.

Example 4.4 (Incompleteness of 6cs 1). In �T the functional terms with whnf cannot

be distinguished from terms not having whnf. For instance, even though <⊥int→int=
M

�= <�int→⊥int=M (in particular, <�int→⊥int=M = <⊥int→int=
M ∪{[� yint:uint]}), we have

that

<⊥int→int → ⊥bool=M = <(�int → ⊥int) → ⊥bool=M:

This is because, for all closed terms M of type (int→ int)→ bool,

[Muint→int] ∈ <⊥bool=M if and only if [M (�zint:uint) ∈ <⊥bool=M

(note that (C[ ]int→int)bool=M [ ] is a context of ground type and uint→int�gnd�zint:
uint). However,

⊥int→int → ⊥bool �cs (�int→⊥int)→⊥bool :

Even though we do not know how to modify the entailment relation to eliminate
the incompleteness, we know that in richer models containing a convergence test
the two cs-types mentioned in the example above are not identi.ed (for instance,
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in the model Misdef of Section 2.2.2, [�xint→int:isdef(x)]∈⊥int→int→⊥bool=Misdef but
[�xint→int:isdef(x)] =∈ (�int→⊥int)→⊥bool=Misdef).
There is, however, a deeper and independent cause of incompleteness of the inclusion

rules, which is due to the sequential nature of the language. This is shown by the
following example.

Example 4.5 (Incompleteness of 6cs 2). Let �1 =⊥int→�int→⊥int; �2 =�int→
⊥int→⊥int; and  =⊥int→⊥int→⊥int. First note that < =M = <�1=M ∪ <�2=M. That
is: for all terms M of type int→ int→ int; M (fix xint: x)(fix xint: x)⇑ if and only if
• either for all terms Q of type int; M (fix xint: x)Q ⇑ ,
• or for all terms P of type int; MP(fix xint: x)⇑ .
This can be proved in a way similar to the proof of the activity lemma of [19]. Now

<�1 → ⊥int ∧ �2 → ⊥int=M = <�1 → ⊥int=M ∩ <�2 → ⊥int=M;

and <�1→⊥int=M ∩ <�2 →⊥int=M={[M ] | ∀[N ]∈ <�1=M ∪ <�2=M:[MN ] ∈ <⊥int=M}. Since
< =M = <�1=M ∪ <�2=M we have that

<�1 → ⊥int ∧ �2 → ⊥int=M = < → ⊥int=M:

However,  �cs �1 and  �cs �2. So �1 → ⊥int �cs  →⊥int and �2 →⊥int �cs  
→⊥int. Therefore,

�1 → ⊥int ∧ �2 → ⊥int �cs  → ⊥int:

The failure of completeness is due to the “sequential” nature of the evaluation rules of
the programming language PCFP.

We are able to prove that the entailment 6cs is complete with respect to the term
model Misdef;por of Section 2.2.2.

Theorem 4.6 (Completeness of 6cs w.r.t. Misdef;por). For all conjunctions  1 and  2;
< 1=Misdef; por ⊆ < 2=Misdef; por implies  16cs  2.

The proof of this result is rather long and will be given in Appendix A.
Finding a sound (and decidable) extension of the 6cs relation which is complete

with respect to the model M is an interesting open problem.
For the subset of the cs-types that does not contain the conjunction operator, we

can prove that the entailment is complete with respect to the term model Misdef of
Section 2.2.2 (a proof of this result is given in Chapter 4 of [10]).

4.2. An assignment system for conjunctive strictness types

In this section we introduce the formal rules to assign cs-types to terms of PCFP.
This is formalized by judgements of the shape #�cs M :� where M is a term of type
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(6)
#� :� �6 

#�M :  

(Var)
#; x : �1 ∧ · · · ∧�n�x :�i

16i6n (Con)
� ∈ Tcs(c)

#�c :�
(→ I)

#; x :  �M :  

#��x:M :  →  

(→E)
#�M :�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n →  #�N :�1 · · ·#�N :�n

#�MN :  

(Fix⊥)
#; x :  �M :�1 · · ·#; x :  �M :�n

#�fix x:M :�i
 =�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n and 16i6n

(If⊥)
#�N :⊥bool M1 ∈�� M2 ∈��

#�ifN thenM1 elseM2 :⊥�

(If�)
#�N :�bool #�M1 :� #�M2 :�

#�ifN thenM1 elseM2 :�

(×I)
#�M1 :�1 #�M2 :�2

#�〈M1; M2〉 :�1 ×�2
(×Ei)

#�M :�1 × �2

#�prjiM :�i
i∈{1; 2}

Fig. 6. Rules for cs-types assignment (system �cs).

�; # is a basis, i.e. a set of assumptions on its free variables, and � is a cs-type whose
underlying type is �. The informal meaning of the judgement is: the term M has the
property expressed by the cs-type � when its free variables have properties that are
consistent with the one required in #.
If x� is a term variable, an assumption for x� is an expression of the shape x� :  �.

A basis is a set # of assumptions for term variables with at most one assumption for
each term variable. The expression #; x :  denotes the basis #∪{x :  } when x does
not appear in #.
For each constant c, a set Tcs(c) of cs-types is speci.ed. The idea is that every

cs-type that is correct for c is smaller than (in the sense of 6cs ) an element of Tcs(c).
Moreover, we require that Tcs(c) be minimal in the sense that all the cs-types in it are
not comparable by 6cs . For instance, for all integers n and for all binary operators
on integers c; Tcs(n)= {�int} and Tcs(c)= {⊥int→�int→⊥int;�int→⊥int→⊥int}.

De�nition 4.7 (Strictness-type assignment system). A cs-typing statement is an ex-
pression #�cs M :� where # is a basis containing an assumption for each free variable
of M . We write #�csM :� when #�M :� can be derived by the rules in Fig. 6.

Note that, owing to the shape of rules (→E) and (Fix⊥), conjunctions do not need
to (and cannot) be assigned to terms. Rule (Fix⊥) shows the usual .xed-point rule
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for type assignment (see, for instance, [15])

(Fix)
#; x :  � M :  
# � fix x:M :  

We had to modify this rule since we do not allow the direct assignment of a conjunction
to a term. The rule (If⊥) formalizes the fact that the construct if is strict in the test.

We give two examples of properties that can be proved using system �cs. These
examples make essential use of conjunction. The .rst example was introduced in p. 32
of [2].

Example 4.8. Let H = �f int→int→int:�x int:�y int:if x = 0 then f1y else fy1, and

G = H (�uint:�vint:u+ v):

Using �cs we are able to say that G is strict in its second arguments, i.e., ∅ �cs G :�1,
where �1 =�int→⊥int→⊥int.
Without the use of conjunction, it is not possible to assign the property �1 to the

program G. In fact, to do this we need to assign property �1 to the .rst occurrence
of f in the body of H and to assign property �2 =⊥int→�int→⊥int to the second
occurrence of f. Without conjunction, this could be done only by assuming for f a
property � which entails both �1 and �2. However, in Tcs, there is no conjunction-free
property of �uint:�vint:u+ v which entails both �1 and �2.

The use of conjunction is in general necessary when dealing with recursive terms,
as the following example shows.

Example 4.9. Take the term F = fixf�:M , where �= int→ int→ int→ int, and

M = �xint:�yint:�zint:if z = 0 then x + y

else if z65 then fyx(z − 1) else fxy(z − 1):

Using �cs it is possible to prove that F is strict in each of its 3 arguments, i.e.,
∅ �cs F :�1; ∅ �cs F :�2, and ∅ �cs F :�3, where
• �1 =⊥int→�int→�int→⊥int,
• �2 =�int→⊥int→�int→⊥int, and
• �3 =�int→�int→⊥int→⊥int.
To assign �3 to F it is enough to show that {f : �3} �cs M :�3 and then apply
rule (Fix⊥). This can be done with a derivation that does not involve conjunction.
However, to assign �1 or �2 to F , two premises and the explicit use of the ∧ operator
are required. In fact, for i∈{1; 2}; {f : �1 ∧�2} �cs M :�i, and so two premises are
su8cient, since

(Fix⊥)
{f : �1 ∧ �2} �cs M : �1 {f : �1 ∧ �2} �cs M : �2

∅ �cs fixf�:M : �i
;

but without using conjunction it is not possible to assign either �1 or �2 to F .
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Soundness of the cs-types assignment system is stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.10 (Soundness of �cs). Let #�cs P :�. Then <P=e ∈ <�= for all e such that
for all x :  ∈#; e(x)∈ < =.

Proof. By induction on the structure of derivations. We consider just the case in which
the derivation ends with an application of the rule (Fix⊥). So P= fix x :M and �=�i,
for some i∈{1; : : : ; n}.
We will prove that, for all j∈{1; : : : ; n}, <fix x :M =e ∈ <�j=, i.e., [(fix x :M)[ỹ := Q̃]]

∈ <�j=, where [ỹ := Q̃] is an abbreviation for [y1 :=Q1; : : : ; yk :=Qk ]; #= {y1 :  1;
: : : ; yk :  k} and, for 16h6k; e(yh)= [Qh] and [Qh]∈ < h=.
By Proposition 3.6 we have to prove that for all m¿0; <fix(m) x :M =e ∈ <�j= (for all

j∈{1; : : : ; n}). This is proved by induction on m. For m=0 we have that <fix(0) x :M =e
∈ <�j= (for all j). Assume that for all j∈{1; : : : ; n}; <fix(m) x :M =e ∈ <�j=, by induction
(on the structure of the derivation) we have that <M =e[x := <fix(m) x :M =e] ∈ <�j=, i.e.,

[(M [x := ((.x(m)x:M)[ỹ := Q̃])])[ỹ := Q̃]] ∈ <�j=:

Therefore, by De.nition 2.5, [(fix(m+1) x:M)[ỹ := Q̃]] = <fix(m+1) x:M =e ∈ <�j=, and we
can conclude that <fixx:M =e ∈ <�1∧ · · · ∧�n=.

Note that we cannot hope to prove a completeness result for assignment rules similar
to Theorem 4.6. In fact, strictness is a (0

1 property (see [8]), and so no .nite system
expressing strictness properties can be complete.

Remark 4.11 (Comparison with the work of Benton and Jensen). The system �cs is
essentially a version of the conjunctive strictness logic, introduced in [14] and (in-
dependently) in [2], tailored to lazy observational equivalence. Both [14, 2] focus on
ground observational equivalence. In [14] it is proved that the conjunctive strictness
logic and the abstract interpretation in the style of [3] are equivalent, but no attempt
to prove soundness with respect to a standard (denotational or operational) semantics
of the programming language is made (for this purpose [14] relies on results in [3]).
In [2] the conjunctive strictness logic is proved sound for the standard denotational
semantics, which is adequate (but not fully abstract, see [2, p. 22] for the ground
observational equivalence. Such semantics is, however, fully abstract with respect to
the ground observational equivalence for the language extended with a “parallel or”
operator. Both [14, 2] present a completeness result for the entailment relation of the
conjunctive strictness logic.

5. Conjunctive totality analysis

Let Tct be the subset of cst-types that does not contain the constructor ⊥. We call
the elements of Tct conjunctive totality types (ct-types for short).
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(�⊥)
�� ∈ Tct − T�ct

��6�⊥� (�)
 � ∈ T�ct

��6 � (Ref ) �6�

(→ )
 26 1 �16�2

 1 →�16 2 →�2

(×)
�1∧ · · · ∧�n6 1 ∧ · · · ∧  m �′

1 ∧ · · · ∧�′
n6 ′

1 ∧ · · · ∧  ′
m

(�1 × �′
1)∧ · · · ∧ (�n × �′

n)6( 1 ×  ′
1)∧ · · · ∧ ( m ×  ′

m)

(∧ )
��
j16 �

1 · · · ��
jm6 �

m

��
1 ∧ · · · ∧��

n6 �
1 ∧ · · · ∧  �

m

j1; : : : ; jm ∈ {1; : : : ; n}

Fig. 7. Entailment rules for ct-types (system 6ct ).

Totality types are aimed at studying the property of having (or producing when
applied to proper arguments) a whnf (for more comments about the use of ct-types
see the discussion in Section 1).

5.1. An entailment relation for conjunctive totality types

The basic axioms for the entailment relation of ct-types and conjunctions are a
formalization of Proposition 3.4 and of the following one, which states that all the ct-
types that are not in T�ct denote a subset of the domain of the corresponding underlying
type which does not contain the divergent element.

Proposition 5.1. Let �∈Tct : �∈Tct − T�ct if and only if <�=⊆ <�⊥!(�)=.

The other axioms and rules are the structural ones, as in the case of cs-types.

De�nition 5.2 (Entailment relation for totality types and conjunctions). We write  1
6ct  2 when  16 2 is derivable by the rules in Fig. 7. By ∼=ct we denote the equiv-
alence relation induced by 6ct .

Note that the entailment 6ct di/ers from 6cs only for the axioms (�) (in which
T�cs is replaced by T�ct) and (�⊥) (used instead of (⊥)). Like the entailment 6cs ; also
6ct is reTexive and transitive.
The entailment 6ct is sound. That is: for all conjunctions  1 and  2,  16ct  2 implies

that < 1=⊆ < 2=.
Also for ct-types the set T�ct characterizes all ct-types whose interpretation is the

whole domain of the corresponding underlying type. The proof of the result is similar
to the proof of Proposition 4.3. However, as in the case of 6cs and for similar rea-
sons, the entailment 6ct is not complete with respect to the model M considered in
Section 2.
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The .rst source of incompleteness, as for strictness types, is due to the non-
de.nability in PCFP of the operator isdef. In this case we have that <�⊥int→int= �=
<�int→int= (since <�int→int= − <�⊥int→int== {[uint→int]}) but

< �⊥int→int → �⊥bool=M = <�int→int → �⊥bool=M

(the explanation is the same given in Example 4.4) while

�⊥int→int → �⊥bool6ct�int→int → �⊥bool:

The other source of incompleteness is, again, the sequential nature of the language. Let
�1 = �⊥int→�int→�⊥int, �2 =�int→�⊥int→�⊥int, and  =�int→�int→�⊥int. We can
show, with an argument similar to that of Example 4.5, that

<�1 ∧ �2=M = < =M:

However, �1�ct  and �2�ct  , so �1 ∧�2�ct  .
Completeness of 6ct with respect to the model Misdef;por can be proved with a

technique similar to that used in Theorem 4.6 for the entailment 6cs . Some details of
the proof are given in Appendix A.

Theorem 5.3 (Completeness of 6ct w.r.t. Misdef; por). For all conjunctions  1 and  2;
< 1=Misdef; por ⊆ < 2=Misdef; por implies that  16ct  2.

For the subset of the ct-types that do not contain the conjunction operator, we can
prove that the entailment is complete for the term model Misdef.

5.2. An assignment system for conjunctive totality types

For each constant c a set Tct(c) of minimal ct-types (see Section 4) is speci.ed.
For example, for all integers n and all binary operators on integers c, Tct(n)= {�⊥int}
and Tct(c)= {�⊥int→�⊥int→�⊥int}. The basic notations are as in Section 4.

De�nition 5.4 (Totality-type assignment system). We write #�ct M :� when #�
M :� can be derived, using only ct-types, by the rules in Fig. 8.

The rules (6); (Var); (→ I); (→E); (×I); (×Ei) are those of the assignment system
�cs. In rule (If�) we must take into account that N could be divergent, and that the
only ct-types �� such that [u�]∈ <��= are such that �� ∈T�ct.

The motivation for rule (Fix	⊥) is that, for all fix x�:M ∈�c
� and �∈Tct(�), if

[�x�:M ]∈ <�� →�= then [(�x�:M)(fix x�:M)]= [M [x� := fix x�:M ]]∈ <�=. The rule cor-
responds to unfolding fix x�:M n times and then assume type �� for it.
We give a couple of examples of properties that can be proved with system �ct,

showing in particular the usefulness of conjunctions.
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(6)
#�M :� �6 

#�M :  

(Var)
#; x : �1 ∧ · · · ∧�n � x :�i

16i6n (Con)
� ∈ Tct(c)

#� c :�

(→ I)
#; x :  �M :  

#� �x:M :  →  
(→ I	⊥)

�x:M ∈��

#� �x:M : �⊥�

(→E)
#�M :�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n →  #�N :�1 · · · #�N :�n

#�MN :  

(Fix	⊥)

#; x : �� �M :�1 #; x : �1 �M :�2

#; x : �1 ∧�2 �M :�3 · · · #; x : �1 ∧ · · · ∧�n−1 �M :�n

#� fix x:M :�n
n¿1

(If	⊥)
#�N : �⊥bool #�M1 :� #�M2 :�

#� ifN thenM1 elseM2 :�

(If�)
#�N :�bool M1 ∈�� M2 ∈��

#� ifN thenM1 elseM2 :��

(×I)
#�M1 :�1 #�M2 :�2

#� 〈M1; M2〉 :�1 × �2
(×I	⊥)

〈M1; M2〉 ∈��

#� 〈M1; M2〉 : �⊥�

(×Ei)
#�M :�1 × �2

#� prji M :�i
i∈{1; 2}

Fig. 8. Rules for ct-type assignment (system �ct).

Example 5.5. Let P= �g(int→int)→int→int :�uint:�vint:g(�wint:w)u + g(�zint:3)v and
Q= �fint→ int :�xint:fx. Then
• P ∈�((int→int)→int→int)→int→int→int,
• Q∈�(int→int)→int→int, and
• PQ∈�int→int→int.
Let
•  1 = (�⊥int→�⊥int)→�⊥int→�⊥int, and
•  2 = (�int→�⊥int)→�int→�⊥int.
It is easy to check that
• �ct P : ( 1 ∧  2)→�⊥int→�int→�⊥int,
• for i∈{1; 2}; �ct Q :  i, and
• �ct PQ : �⊥int→�int→�⊥int,
while in the conjunction-free fragment of �ct it is not possible to prove that PQ has
the property �⊥int→�int→�⊥int.
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The following example shows the usefulness of conjunction when assigning totality
properties to recursive programs.

Example 5.6. Let
• �= int→ int→ int→ (int× (int× int)), and
• M = �xint :�yint :�zint:if z=0

then 〈prj2(prj2(fxy(z − 1))); 〈prj2(prj2(fyx(z − 1))); x〉〉
else 〈prj1(prj2(fyx(z − 1))); 〈y; 3〉〉.

Then fixf�:M ∈��. Let
• �1 = �⊥int→�int→�⊥int→ (�int × (�int × �⊥int)),
• �2 =�int→�⊥int→�⊥int→ (�int × (�⊥int ×�int)), and
• �3 = �⊥int→�int→�⊥int→ (�⊥int × (�int × �⊥int)).
We have that {f :��} �ct M :�1; {f :�1} �ct M :�2, and {f :�1 ∧�2} �ct M :�3. So,
by rule (Fix	⊥), we have ∅ �ct fixf�:M :�3.
Without using conjunction, it is not possible to assign the property �3 to fixf�:M .

Theorem 5.7 (Soundness of �ct). Let #�ct M :�. Then <M =e ∈ <�= for all e such that
for all x :  ∈#; e(x)∈ < =.

Proof. By induction on the structure of the derivations. We only consider the case in
which the last rule applied is (Fix	⊥). Assume n=2, i.e., �=�2. Clearly, <fix x:M =e ∈
<��= for all environment e respecting # and then, using the .rst premise of rule
(Fix	⊥), <M [x := fix x:M ]=e ∈ <�1=: Using the second premise <M [x :=M [x := fix x :M ]]=e
∈ <�2=. Now observe that <M [x :=M [x := fix x:M ]]=e = <fix x:M =e since, for every term
P; fixf:P and P[f := fixf:P] are observationally equivalent. So also <fixx :M =e ∈
<�2=. The argument can be easily generalized to arbitrary n.

6. Combining conjunctive strictness and totality analyses

In this section we return to the set of strictness and totality types T cst introduced in
Section 3 and consider the problem of de.ning an entailment relation and assignment
system for the combined set of properties. This will turn out to be more complicated
than the two separate systems, due to the interactions between those properties.
We show that, even with a re.ned inclusion relation between types and an assign-

ment system tailored to the inference of combined strictness and totality properties, the
weakness of the type assignment rules does not allow us to use the expressive power
of the combined set of properties.

6.1. A simple entailment relation for conjunctive strictness and totality types

In de.ning an entailment relation for cst-types we must put restrictions on the appli-
cations of axiom (⊥) of De.nition 4.1 and of axiom (�⊥) of De.nition 5.2. Moreover,
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because of empty conjunctions, we have no syntactic characterization of the cst-types
which have a trivial interpretation (see Example 3.5).
Let T cst

safe be the smallest superset of �∈T	⊥ct such that
• if either �1 ∈T cst

safe or �2 ∈T cst
safe, then �1×�2 ∈T cst

safe;
• if  ∈T cst

safe, �1; : : : ; �n ∈T cst, and either, for all 16i6n, DOWN(�i) or, for all
16i6n, UP(�i), then (�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n)→  ∈T cst

safe.
It is easy to see that T cst

safe ⊆T cst−T cst
⊥�. Moreover, since the conjunctions �1 ∧ · · · ∧�n

in the second clause are such that <�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n= �= ∅ (see Corollary 3:9), we have
<�=⊆ <�⊥!(�)=, for all �∈T cst

safe.
A simple entailment for cst-types, 6cst , is de.ned adding to the rules (Ref ), (→),

(×) and (∧ ) of De.nitions 4.1 or 5.2 the following modi.cations of the axioms (�),
(⊥) and (�⊥):

(⊥′)
�� ∈ Tcst

⊥�

⊥� 6�� ; (�⊥′)
�� ∈ Tcst

safe

��6 �⊥� ; (�′)
 � ∈ Tcst

�
��6 � :

The set T cst
safe does not characterize all types whose interpretation does not contain the

least element. One could think that a more “natural” choice for the antecedent of rule
(�⊥′) could be �∈T cst −T cst

⊥�, but this would not be sound because it does not prevent
the possibility of putting empty conjunctions to the left of top level arrows, as shown
by the type (⊥� ∧�⊥�)→�⊥� (see Example 3.5).
Like the entailment relations 6cs and 6ct , the entailment relation 6cst is reTexive

and transitive. Soundness of 6cst can be proved by induction on the structure of
derivations.
Also in this case the entailment rules are not complete with respect to M. Both

the arguments that show the failure of completeness for the entailment for strictness
types and for totality types, in fact, can be applied to the combined entailment as
well. Moreover, 6cst is not complete with respect to Misdef;por. There are, in fact,
other reasons for which completeness fails. Firstly, because of the existence of empty
conjunctions. In fact, if a conjunction  � has an empty interpretation (see Example
3.5) we have that < � →  �= = <��→ �=. However, unless  � ∈T cst

� , we do not have
that  � →  � ∼=cst ��→ �.
Another reason of incompleteness is that the entailment rules do not take the mono-

tonicity of evaluation into account, as the following example shows.

Example 6.1. Remember that, for every �∈T, <��=Misdef; por = <⊥�=Misdef; por ∪ <�⊥�=Misdef; por ,
<⊥�=Misdef; por = {[u�]}, and <�⊥�=Misdef; por = I(�)Misdef,por − {[u�]}.
(1) Take �= �⊥�→⊥� and  =��→⊥�. Let [F]∈ <�⊥� →⊥�=Misdef; por , since F is

monotone we must also have [Fu�] = [u�]. Then <�=Misdef; por = < =Misdef; por . However,
��cst  .

(2) Take also �=⊥�→�⊥� and  =��→�⊥�. Let [F]∈ <⊥�→�⊥�=Misdef; por , so [Fu�] �=
[u�]. The fact that F is monotone implies that [FN ] �= [u�] for all [N ]
∈ <��=Misdef; por . So we have <�=Misdef; por = < =Misdef; por . However, ��cst  .
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(a)
a∈{⊥; �⊥;�} �∈T

a� ∈Tfcst(�)
(→)

*1 ∈Tfcst(�1) *2 ∈Tfcst(�2)

*1 → *2 ∈Tfcst(�1 → �2)

(∧ )
*1 ∈Tfcst(�) *2 ∈Tfcst(�)

*1 ∧ *2 ∈Tfcst(�)

(↓) *∈Tfcst(�)

↓(*)∈Tfcst(�)
(↑) *∈Tfcst(�)

↑(*)∈Tfcst(�)

Fig. 9. Full conjunctive strictness and totality types.

Using 6cst we can de.ne a cst-type assignment system as in the previous sections
(see also Section 6.3) and prove its soundness. However, we will study the properties
of the assignment system for the more expressive strictness and totality types introduced
in the next section.

6.2. Full conjunctive strictness and totality types

In this section we introduce a richer set of strictness and totality types to handle
some of the source of incompleteness shown at the end of the previous section. This
set is an extension of the set considered in [22] (see also [23, 24, 21]), which is to
our knowledge the most expressive set de.ned for the combined strictness and totality
analyses, so far.
To avoid too many details (the resulting system will have a rather complex set

of entailment rules) we introduce this extended system for the sublanguage of PCFP
without pairs.
The main syntactic extension to the strictness and totality types is the introduc-

tion of two cst-type constructors: ↓ and ↑. These operators, used to reason about
monotonicity, are interpreted as the semantic operations of downward and upward
closure (see De.nition 2.7), respectively. Moreover, to capture any possible interac-
tion between the new operators and the conjunction operator, we allow conjunctions
to occur also to the right of the arrow-type constructor. This implies that, not only
the interpretation of intersections but also the one of arrow types may be the empty
set.
The complete syntax of the new set of non-standard types is given in the following

de.nition.

De�nition 6.2 (Full conjunctive strictness and totality types). The set of full con-
junctive strictness and totality types ( fcst-types for short) Tfcst ; ranged over by *
is de.ned by Tfcst =

⋃
�∈T T

fcst(�); where the sets Tfcst(�) are de.ned by the rules in
Fig. 9. The sets Tfcs and Tfct are the subsets of Tfcst that do not contain the constructor
�⊥ and ⊥; respectively.
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The semantics of fcst-types is speci.ed by the clauses of De.nition 3.2 and by the
following clauses for the interpretation of the new operators,

< ↓ (*)= = <*̂= < ↑ (*)= = < R*=;

where ·̂ and R· are, respectively, the semantic operations of downward and upward
closure of De.nition 2.7.

De�nition 6.3. The predicate UP and DOWN are extended to types of Tfcst by adding
the following clauses to those of De.nition 3:7:
• If UP(*1) and UP(*2); then UP(*1 ∧ *2).
• If DOWN(*1) and DOWN(*2); then DOWN(*1 ∧ *2).
• If UP(*) or DOWN(*); then UP(↑(*)) and DOWN(↓(*)).

Note that, in the last clause, the antecedents (UP(*), DOWN(*)) assure that the
interpretation of * is not empty.
It is easy to prove, by induction on fcst-types, that Propositions 3.8, and 3.9 hold

for fcst-types.

De�nition 6.4 (�-fcst-types, �-fcst-types, and �⊥-fcst-types). Let a∈{�;⊥; �⊥}. The
set Tfcst

a of a-fcst-types is de.ned by:
• a� ∈Tfcst

a ; for �∈T.
• *1 → *2 ∈Tfcst

a ; for *2 ∈Tfcst
a and *1 ∈Tfcst.

Note that, since we have the operators ↓ and ↑, and conjunctions are allowed also at
the top level and in the right-hand side of arrow operators, Tfcst

� ∪Tfcst
⊥ ∪Tfcst

	⊥ �=Tfcst.
For instance, ↓(*) =∈Tfcst

� ∪Tfcst
⊥ ∪Tfcst

	⊥ , for every fcst-type *.
We can also prove that *∈Tfcst

⊥ implies DOWN(*), *∈Tfcst
	⊥ implies UP(*), and

*∈Tfcst
� implies both DOWN(*) and UP(*). Moreover, as expected, the interpretation of

all fcst-types in Tfcst
� coincides with the whole domain associated with their underlying

type.
The proof of the following lemma is immediate from the fact that the downward

closure of a non-empty type contains the least element of the associated domain.

Lemma 6.5. Let * be a fcst-type such that DOWN(*); then <↑(*)== I(!(*)).

Rephrase of this lemma for UP and ↓ is not true: there are upward closed interpreta-
tions of a fcst-type that do not contain enough elements to maximize all other elements
of the domain associated with their underlying type. Take, for instance, the upward
closed type �int→�⊥int whose interpretation contains all constant functions of type
int→ int. We have that <↓(�int→�⊥int)= is the set of the equivalence classes of closed
terms which are smaller in the sense of 4 than a constant function. This set does not
contain, for instance, the identity function, and therefore <↓(�int→�⊥int)= �= <�int→int=.
Moreover, for all fcst-types *int→int not containing ↓ and ↑, <*int→int= �= <↓(�int→�⊥int)=.
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This shows that with the new type constructors we can express properties that are not
expressible without them.
We can de.ne a subset of the Tfcst

	⊥ types for which the downward closure coincides
with the whole <��=.

De�nition 6.6 (�⊥→-fcst-types). The set Tfcst
	⊥→ of �⊥→-fcst-types is de.ned by

Tfcst
	⊥→ = {*1 → · · · → *n →�⊥�→� | � →∈ T; n¿0; and *1; : : : ; *n ∈ Tfcst}:

Lemma 6.7. *∈{�⊥� | �∈T}∪Tfcst
	⊥→ implies <↓(*)== <��=.

Proof. Let *∈Tfcst
	⊥→ , i.e. *= *1 → · · · → *n →�⊥�→ �. For all [M ]∈ <�!(*)=, consider N

= �x!(*1)1 : · · · �x!(*n)n :� y�:M x1 · · · xn y. It is easy to check that M4N and [N ] ∈ <*=.
Therefore <↓(*)== ˆ<*== <�!(*)=.
The case *∈{�⊥� | �∈T} − Tfcst

	⊥→ , i.e. *= �⊥int or *= �⊥bool, is trivial.

The following lemma expresses another property of the downward and upward clo-
sure that will be used to de.ne the fcst-type entailment.

Lemma 6.8. (1) <↓(*1 → *2)=⊆ <*1 →↓(*2)=;
(2) <↑(*1 → *2)=⊆ <*1 →↑(*2)=.

Proof. (1) The case <*1 → *2== I(!(*1 → *2)) is trivial, so assume <*1= �= ∅ and <*2= �=
I(!(*2)). For every [M ]∈ <↓(*1 → *2)= there is [M ′]∈ <*1 → *2= such that M ′4M . So,
for every [N ]∈ <*1=, M ′N4MN . But [MN ]∈ <*2=, which implies [M ′N ]∈ <↓(*2)=.

(2) Similar.

To give the de.nition of the entailment relation for fcst-types we introduce a subset
of fcst-types whose interpretation does not contain the divergent element: the set Tfcst

safe
(used in the premise of the new version of rule (�⊥)), that is similar to T cst

safe introduced
in Section 6.1.

De�nition 6.9 (safe-fcst-types). The set Tfcst
safe is the smallest superset of T	⊥fct such that,

if *2 ∈Tfcst
safe , *1 ∈Tfcst, and either DOWN(*1) or UP(*1), then *1 → *2 ∈Tfcst

safe .

It is easy to see that Tfcst
safe contains only fcst-types * such that <*=⊆ <�⊥!(*)=.

The entailment relation between fcst-types, denoted by 6fcst , formalizes the prop-
erties of fcst-types presented above.

De�nition 6.10 (Entailment relation for full strictness and totality types). Let *1; *2
∈Tfcst. We write *16fcst *2 when *16*2 is derivable by the rules in Fig. 10. By ∼=fcst

we denote the equivalence relation induced by 6fcst .
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(⊥)
*� ∈Tfcst

⊥ ∪Tfcst
�

⊥�6*� (�⊥)
*� ∈Tfcst

safe

*�6�⊥� (�)
*2 � ∈Tfcst

�
*1 �6*2 �

(Ref ) *6* (Trans)
*16*2 *26*3

*16*3
(→ )

*′16*1 *26*′2
*1 → *26*′1 → *′2

(∧ 1) *1 ∧ *26*1 (∧ 2) *1 ∧ *26*2 (∧ 3)
*6*1 *6*2
*6*1 ∧ *2

(→ ∧ ) (*→ *1)∧ (*→ *2)6*→ (*1 ∧ *2)

(Mon1) *1 → *26↓(*1)→↓(*2) (Mon2) *1 → *26↑(*1)→↑(*2)

(↓1) *6↓(*) (↓2)
*16*2

↓(*1)6↓(*2)
(↓3)

*� ∈Tfcst
	⊥→ ∪{�⊥� | �∈T}
��6↓(*�)

(↓4)
*∈Tfcst

⊥
↓(*)6*

(↓5) ↓(↓(*))6↓(*) (↓6) ↓(*1 → *2)6*1 →↓(*2)

(↑1) *6↑(*) (↑2)
*16*2

↑(*1)6↑(*2)
(↑3)

*∈Tfcst
	⊥

↑(*)6*

(↑4)
*� ∈Tfcst

⊥
��6↑(*�)

(↑5) ↑(↑(*))6↑(*) (↑6) ↑(*1 → *2)6*1 →↑(*2)

(↓↑) ↓(↑(*))6↑(↓(*))

Fig. 10. Entailment rules for fcst-types (system 6fcst ).

Example 6.11. Using 6fcst , the weakness of the system 6cst showed in Example 6.1
can be correctly handled. In fact,
• �⊥� →⊥�6fcst ↓(�⊥�)→↓(⊥�) (by (Mon1)), and ↓(�⊥�)→↓(⊥�)6fcst�� →�⊥� (by

(↓3) and (↓4)).
• Similarly, ⊥� →�⊥�6fcst�� →�⊥�.

The 6fcst relation is sound.

Theorem 6.12 (Soundness of 6fcst ). Let *1; *2 ∈Tfcst. *16fcst *2 implies <*1=⊆ <*2=.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of the entailment judgments. Rules (↓3) and
(↑3) are by Lemma 6.7. Rules (↓4) and (↑4) are by (the extension to fcst-types of)
Proposition 3.8. Rules (↓6) and (↑6) are by Lemma 6.8. The only interesting remaining
cases are (Mon1) and (Mon2).
(Mon1): We have to show that <*1 → *2=⊆ <↓(*1)→↓(*2)=.
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When <*1 → *2== I(!(*1 → *2)) it is immediate, since either <*1== ∅ or <*2== <�!(*2)=.
So assume <*1= �= ∅ and <*2= �= <�!(*2)=.
Let [F]∈ <*1 → *2= and [Q]∈ <*1=, we have [F Q]∈ <*2=. But, for each [N ]∈ <↓(*1)= there
exists [N ′]∈ <*1= such that N4N ′, so [FN ′]∈ <*2=. Then, by monotonicity, FN4FN ′, and
so [FN ]∈ <↓(*2)=. Therefore, [F]∈ <↓(*1)→↓(*2)=.
(Mon2): Similar.

The entailment rules of De.nition 6.10 are not complete with respect to the interpre-
tation in Misdef;por. For instance, if a conjunction  has an empty interpretation then
< →  == <�!( →  )=. However, when  =∈Tfcst

� , we do not have that  →  ∼=fcst �!( → ).
At the moment we do not know whether a sound (and decidable) extension of 6fcst ,
complete with respect to Misdef;por, exists.

6.3. An assignment system for full conjunctive strictness and totality

In this section we introduce the assignment system combining strictness and totality.
For each PCFP constant c a set Tfcst(c) of minimal fcst-types in Tcs ∪Tct is speci.ed.
For example, for all integers n and for all binary arithmetic operators c, Tfcst(n)={�⊥int}
and Tfcst(c)={⊥int→�int→⊥int;�int→⊥int→⊥int; �⊥int→�⊥int→�⊥int}. The assump-
tion that, for all constants c of the language PCFP, Tfcst(c)⊆Tcs ∪Tct, is quite rea-
sonable. Take, for instance, a binary arithmetic operator like +. A fcst-type for + is
�⊥int→�⊥int→�⊥int, i.e., the result is de.ned whenever both the arguments are de.ned.
All the other informative fcst-types of + express the fact that +N1N2 is divergent
whenever N1 or N2 is. But, these fcst-type are either of the shape ⊥int→�→⊥int or
�→⊥int→⊥int, where �∈{�int;⊥int; �⊥int}, and we have that ⊥int→�int→⊥int6fcst

⊥int→�→⊥int and �int→⊥int→⊥int6fcst�→⊥int→⊥int. So the fcst-types in Tcs∪
Tct are enough to form a minimal set of fcst-types for the constant +. This argument
can be applied to all strict and total integer and boolean operators, like those of PCFP.
It can be also applied to the McCarthy’s ambiguity operator (see p. 114 of [24]).

De�nition 6.13 (Full conjunctive strictness and totality-type assignment system). We
write #�fcst M : * when #�M : * can be derived by the rules in Fig. 11.

Note that in �fcst there are no introduction and elimination rules for ↓ and ↑ since
they are implicit in the 6fcst relation.
The two rules for fix are similar to the corresponding rules for the separated strictness

and totality systems. As we have already remarked, they are based on two di/erent
principles: .xed-point (rule (Fix⊥)) and .nite unfolding (rule (Fix	⊥)). The use of the
operator ↓ in rule (If�) is needed to cope with the case in which the condition is
divergent and the branches are convergent.
The soundness of the �fcst assignment system is stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 6.14 (Soundness of �fcst). Let #�fcst M : *. Then <M =e ∈ <*= for all e such
that for all x : *′ ∈#; e(x)∈ <*′=.
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(6)
#�M : *1 *16*2

#�M : *2

(Var) #; x : *�x : * (Con)
*∈Tfcst(c)

#� c : *
(→ I)

#; x : *1 �M : *2
#� �x:M : *1 → *2

(→ I	⊥)
�x:M ∈��

#� �x:M : �⊥�

(→E)
#�M : *1 → *2 #�N : *1

#�MN : *2

(Fix⊥)
#; x : *�M : *

#� fix x:M : *
DOWN(*)

(Fix	⊥)
#; x : �� �M : *1 #; x : *1 �M : *2 · · · #; x : *n−1 �M : *n

#� fix x:M : *n
n¿1

(If⊥)
#�N :⊥bool M1 ∈�� M2 ∈��

#� ifN thenM1 elseM2 :⊥�

(If	⊥)
#�N : �⊥bool #�M1 : * #�M2 : *

#� ifN thenM1 elseM2 : *

(If�)
#�N :�bool #�M1 : * #�M2 : *

#� ifN thenM1 elseM2 : ↓ (*)
(∧ I)

#�M : *1 #�M : *2
#�M : *1 ∧ *2

Fig. 11. Rules for fcst-type assignment (system �fcst).

Proof. By induction on the structure of derivations as in the proof of Theorem 4.10.
Note that, in rule (Fix⊥), the predicate DOWN(*) assures that * has a non-empty
interpretation (containing the divergent element).

6.4. Separability of conjunctive strictness and totality analyses

In this section we prove that the information that can be extracted from �fcst with
the purpose of detecting when a lazy application can be replaced with an application
by value, can be obtained by using the systems �cs (in De.nition 4.7) and �ct (in
De.nition 5.4) separately.
The proof is not particularly di8cult, but contains a lot of technical details. For

clarity we split it in three steps.
(1) First, we prove that �fcst is conservative over its two subsystems �fcs (obtained by

forbidding the use of �⊥) and �fct (obtained by forbidding the use of ⊥).
(2) Then we prove that �fcs is a conservative extension of its subsystem �fcs− , obtained

by forbidding the use of the operators ↓ and ↑ and by replacing rule (If�) in Fig. 11
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with

(If fcs� )
# � N : �bool # � M1 : * # � M2 : *

# � if N then M1 else M2 : *
:

Similarly for the system �fct and its subsystem �fct− , obtained by forbidding the
use of the operators ↓ and ↑ and by replacing rule (If�) in Fig. 11 with

(If fct� )
# � N : �bool # � M1 : * # � M2 : *

# � if N then M1 else M2 : T !(*) :

(3) Finally, we prove that �fcs− is equivalent to system �cs of Section 4 (which is
obtained from �fcs− by restricting the occurrences of the conjunction operator 3 ),
and similarly for the system �fct− and system �ct of Section 5.

In Section 6.4.4 we combine the previous steps and get the result that �fcst is conser-
vative over �cs and �ct. Then we show how, as a consequence of the previous result,
it is possible to use the systems �cs and �ct of Sections 4.2 and 5.2 to perform the
same kind of analysis that would be induced by the information gathered with the
(signi.cantly more complex) system �fcst.

6.4.1. Step I (separating ⊥ and �⊥)
Let 6fcs and �fcs (6fct and �fct) be the restriction of 6fcst and �fcst obtained by

forbidding the use of the constructor �⊥ (⊥). Note that according to the above de.nition
(1) 6fcs does not use rules (�⊥), (↓3) and (↑3) in Fig. 10 while �fcs does not use rules

(→ I	⊥) and (If	⊥) in Fig. 11;
(2) 6fct does not use rules (⊥), (↓4) and (↑4) in Fig. 10 while �fct does not use rule

(If⊥) in Fig. 11.
We .rst prove, (Proposition 6.16), that �fcst is conservative over both �fcs and �fct.
That is, to derive a strictness property in Tfcs the distinction between the constructor
�⊥ and the constructor � is not relevant (by Proposition 6.16(1)), and, similarly, to
derive a totality property in Tfct the distinction between ⊥ and � is not relevant (by
Proposition 6.16(2)).

Proposition 6.15. Let *6fcst *′. Then
(1) *[�⊥ :=�]6fcs *′[�⊥ :=�].
(2) *[⊥ :=�]6fct *′[⊥ :=�].

Proof. The proofs of both (1) and (2) are by induction on the structure of derivations.
(1) If *6fcst *′ was derived by axioms (�⊥) or (↑3), then we have that *′[�⊥ :=�]∈T�fcs,

so *[�⊥ :=�]6fcs *′[�⊥ :=�] is derivable from the rule (�).
If *6fcst *′ was derived by axioms (↓3), then *[�⊥ :=�]∼=fcs *′[�⊥ :=�] is derivable
from the rules (�), (↓1) and (Trans).
For all other axioms and rules the property is easily veri.ed.

3 Remember that we are considering the sublanguage of PCFP without pairs.
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(2) If *6fcst *′ was derived by axioms (⊥) or (↓4), then we have that *′[⊥ :=�]∈
T�fct↓↑, so *[⊥ :=�]6fct *′[⊥ :=�] is derivable from the rule (�).
If *6fcst *′ was derived by axiom (↑4), then *[⊥ :=�]∼=fct *′[�⊥ :=�] is derivable
from the rules (�), (↑1) and (Trans).

For all other axioms and rules the property is easily veri.ed.

Proposition 6.16. Let #�fcst M : *. Then
(1) #[�⊥ :=�]�fcs M : *[�⊥ :=�].
(2) #[⊥ :=�]�fct M : *[⊥ :=�].

Proof. By induction on the structure of derivations. We show only a few sample cases:
(Con): Since constants have cst-types that are either in Tcs or in Tct, we have that

(1) and (2) are immediate.
(→ I	⊥): M = �x:M ′ for some M ′, and *= �⊥�. For (2), #[⊥ :=�]�fct M :*[⊥ :=�]

is derivable by applying the same rule. As for (1), *[�⊥ :=�] =��, and it is easy to
check that #[�⊥ :=�]�fcs M :��.
(6): Both results by induction and Proposition 6.15.
(If⊥): *=⊥�, and *[⊥ :=�] =��. For (2), it easy to check that #[⊥ :=�]�fctM :

��. As for (2), applying the rule (If⊥) we derive #[�⊥ :=�]�fcs M : *[�⊥ :=�] =⊥�.
(If	⊥): For (2), applying the rule (If	⊥) we derive #[⊥ :=�]�fctM : *[⊥ :=�]. As for

(1), we can derive #[�⊥ :=�]�fcs M : *[�⊥ :=�] by applying rule (If�) and rule (6fcs )
(using the fact that ↓ (*[�⊥ :=�])6fcs *[�⊥ :=�], since *[�⊥ :=�]∈Tfcst

⊥ ∪Tfcst
� ).

6.4.2. Step II (removing ↓ and ↑)
The non-standard types in Tfcs (Tfct) may contain occurrences of the operators ↓

and ↑. Let Tfcs− (Tfct−) be the set of fcs-types (fct-types) that do not contain the
operators ↓ and ↑. Let 6fcs− and �fcs− (6fct− and �fct−) be the restriction of 6fcs

and �fcs (6fct and �fct) obtained by forbidding the use of the operators ↓ and ↑ and by
replacing rule (If�) in Fig. 11 by rule (If fcs� ) (rule (If fct� )) introduced at the beginning
of Section 6.4.
As second step we show that �fcs is conservative over �fcs− (Proposition 6.17.2) and

a similar result for �fct.
Let us .rst consider the relation between �fcs and �fcs− . For every type *∈Tfcs,

let fcs−(*) be the type obtained by replacing the subexpressions ↑ (*′) by �!(*′), and
the subexpressions ↓ (*′) by *′. This notation is extended to �fcs bases by fcs−(#)=
{x : fcs−(*) | x : *∈#}.
It is easy to prove that, for all *∈Tfcs, *∼=fcs fcs

−(*). Moreover, we have that the
following proposition holds.

Proposition 6.17. (1) Let *16fcs *2. Then fcs−(*1)6fcs− fcs−(*2).
(2) Let #�fcs M : *. Then fcs−(#)�fcs− M : fcs−(*).
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The relation between �fct and �fct− is established in a similar way. De.ne for a type
*∈Tfct, fct−(*) be the type obtained by replacing the subexpressions ↓ (*′) by �!(*′),
and the subexpressions ↑ (*′) by *′. In this case it is not true that *∼=fct fct

−(*). For
instance, for *= ↓ (�int→�⊥int), <*= �= <�int→ int=, since the set of terms that approximate
constant functions does not contain all the terms in int→ int. Therefore, we cannot
de.ne a sound rule that would make ↓ (�int→�⊥int) and �int→ int equivalent. However,
Proposition 6.17 holds also if we replace in the statement “fcs” with “fct”.

6.4.3. Step III (shifting to simple formulae)
As third step we show that �fcs− is equivalent to �cs, and that �fct− is equivalent

to �ct.
The types obtained with the previous transformation have still intersections both at

the top level and in the right-hand side of arrows. Applying repeatedly the equiv-
alence *1 → (*2 ∧ *3)∼=fcst (*1 → *2)∧ (*1 → *3) we can write *∈Tfcs− as a conjunc-
tion �1 ∧ · · · ∧�n such that *∼=fcs− �1 ∧ · · · ∧�n and �1; : : : ; �n ∈Tcs. Let cs(*) denote
�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n. This notation is extended to �fcs− bases, and we can prove by induction
on the structure of derivations the following proposition.

Proposition 6.18. Let #�fcs− M : *; and let cs(*)=�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n. Then cs(#)�cs M :�i;
for 16i6n.

For totality, de.ning ct(*) in a similar way, the same result holds.

6.4.4. The separability result
Combining the previous results we show that �fcst is conservative over both �cs and

�ct.

Proposition 6.19. Let #�fcst M : *; and let cs(fcs−(*[�⊥ :=�]))=�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n; and
ct(fct−(*[⊥ :=�]))=�′

1 ∧ · · · ∧�′
m. Then

(1) cs(fcs−(#[�⊥ :=�]))�cs M :�i; for 16i6n; and
(2) ct(fct−(#[⊥ :=�]))�ct M :�′

j; for 16j6m.

Proof. From Propositions 6.16, 6.17(2), and 6.18.

Note that, if �∈Tcs (Tct), then cs(fcs−(*[�⊥ :=�]))=� (ct(fct−(*[⊥ :=�]))=�).
So we have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.20 (Conservativity of �fcst over �cs and �ct). (1) If # is a �cs basis and �
a cs-type; then #�fcst M :� implies #�cs M :�.
(2) If # is a �ct basis and � a ct-type; then #�fcst M :� implies #�ct M :�.

As a consequence of the previous theorem, it is possible to use separately the systems
�cs and �ct of Sections 4.2 and 5.2 to prove the properties that we are interested in
proving for the system �fcst.
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As explained in Section 1, given an application

FM1 : : : Mn;

where n¿1, to replace the lazy application to the kth argument (16k6n) with an
application by value, we need to prove one of the following two facts:
(1) either #�fcst F : *1 →· · ·→ *k−1 →⊥� → *k+1 →· · ·→ *n →⊥�, where, for all i∈

{1; : : : ; k − 1; k + 1; : : : ; n}, #�fcst Mi : *i, or
(2) Mk is total, i.e. #�fcst Mk : �⊥�,
for some basis #. Assume that n=2 and k =2. By Proposition 6.19, we have the
following facts.
(1) #�fcstF : *→⊥� →⊥� implies

• #′�csF :  →⊥� →⊥�, where #′ = cs(fcs−(#[�⊥ :=�])) and  = cs(fcs−(*[�⊥ :=
�]))=�1 ∧ · · · ∧�p, and

• if #�fcstM1 : * then (for all j∈{1; : : : ; p}) #′�cs M1 :�j.
This means that, for properties like *1 →· · ·→ *k−1 →⊥� → *k+1 →· · ·→ *n →
⊥�, the system �cs is as powerful as �fcst.

(2) #�fcstM2: �⊥� implies
• #′�ctM2 : �⊥�, where #′ = ct(fct−(#[⊥ :=�])) (note that �⊥� = ct(fct−(�⊥�[⊥ :=
�]))).

Therefore, to prove properties like �⊥�, �ct is as powerful as �fcst.
Note that the separability of the two analyses is due to the weakness of the �fcst type
inference rules. In fact, the language of fcst-types allows to express properties which
would not be expressible in the separate systems. Consider, for instance, the property
of the terms that map (terminating) constant functions into strict functions:

� = (�int →�⊥int) → ⊥int → ⊥int

and the term

M = �fint→int:if f1 = f2 then �xint:x else �yint:3:

We have that [M ] ∈ <�=. But, since
[M ] =∈ <cs(fcs−(�[�⊥:= �))=;

where cs(fcs−(�[�⊥ :=�]))= (�int→�int)→⊥int→⊥int, we have that, by Proposi-
tion 6.16 and the fact that �fcs is sound, we cannot prove �fcstM :�.

To recover from this weakness we should extend the system with a richer-type
structure which allows, for instance, to prove that if f has type �int→�⊥int then
[f1=f2]= [true] and, if [N ] = [true] then [if N then M1 else M2]= [M1].

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have studied conjunctive strictness and totality analyses for higher-
order-typed functional programs by de.ning three non-standard-type systems: one for
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strictness (�cs), one for totality (�ct), and one for combined strictness and totality
(�fcst). The main results in this paper are:
• The proof of completeness of the entailment relations 6cs and 6ct with respect to

an extended term model, Misdef;por, including elements representing a “parallel or”
operator and a “convergence to whnf” test. The technique used in the proofs (see
Appendix A) is of interest by itself.

• The conservativity of the combined strictness and totality system �fcst 4 over the
systems �cs and �ct.
We took a pure operational approach, since it allows to relate the properties studied

directly to the behaviours of programs. Previous work on the subject [21–24] pointed
out di8culties in using an operational semantics to study strictness and totality with
conjunction (see, for instance, Section 5 of [24]). Moreover, in those papers, a com-
parison between systems for combined strictness and totality analysis and systems for
the separate analyses was not presented.

Appendix A. Proofs of the completeness results

In this appendix we give the proof of the Completeness Theorem 4.6 and outline
the proof of Theorem 5.3. The technique used is that of [5] (introduced in [4, 8]) but
the details have been substantially revised to handle the richer set of types.
The proofs of these theorems are given with respect to the model Misdef;por. To

make this appendix more readable we will always omit the superscript Misdef;por in
the interpretations of types and terms. Moreover, when no confusion can arise, we will
identify the closed terms of PCFP with their respective values in Misdef;por, i.e. with
their equivalence classes.

A.1. Completeness of 6cs w.r.t. Misdef;por (Theorem 4.6)

The idea of the completeness proof is to de.ne, for each cs-type or conjunction -, a
“characteristic” term C- of type !(-) which “characterizes” the property - in the sense
that

C- ∈ <-′= if and only if -6cs-′:

Completeness (Theorem 4.6) can then be proved by observing that, since C- ∈ <-= and
<-=⊆ <-′=, then C- ∈ <-′=. Therefore, -6cs-′.
Let us .rst introduce the notion of normal cs-types and conjunctions. Each normal

cs-type or conjunction - is such that, for each subexpressions -′ of -, if -′ ∼=cs ��

then -′ =��, and if -′ ∼=cs ⊥� then -′ =⊥�.

4 System �fcst is an improvement of the system �CST of [22] (see Section 5:4:4 of [10] for a comparison
between the two systems).
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De�nition A.1. Normal cs-types and conjunctions are de.ned inductively as follows:
(1) A cs-type � is normal if either �=�� or � � cs �� and

• �=  →  implies that  and  are normal, and
• �=  1 ×  2 implies that  1 and  2 are normal.

(2) A conjunction �1 ∧ · · · ∧�n is normal if
• for all 16i6n, �i is normal, and
• n¿2 implies
◦ for all 16i6n, �i �= �� and �i �= ⊥�, and
◦ if �1 ∧ · · · ∧�n is a conjunction of product types

�1;1 × �1;2 ∧ · · · ∧ �n;1 × �n;2;

then, for all p ∈ {1; 2}, either �1; p = · · · =�n;p =��p or �1; p = · · · =�n;p

=⊥�p or �1; p ∧ · · · ∧�n;p is normal.

Every cs-type or conjunction - is equivalent to a normal cs-type or conjunction, since
members of a conjunction that are equivalent to �� can be eliminated. Moreover, if
⊥� is a member of a conjunction then the whole conjunction is equivalent to ⊥�. For
a conjunction of products, �1;1 ×�1;2 ∧ · · · ∧�n;1 ×�n;2, we also require that if, for
some i, �i;1 =⊥�1 (or �i;1 =��1 ), then, for all i, �i;1 =⊥�1 (or �i;1 =��1 ). The same
for the �i;2. This can always be obtained by rule (×). In the rest of this section only
normal cs-types and conjunctions will be considered.
In writing characteristic terms we omit to write the else branch in conditionals. This

is not restrictive since in all cases the term in the test is either divergent or evaluates
to true.
We .rst de.ne some terms that will serve as the characteristic terms for the cs-types

��.

De�nition A.2. Let E� be de.ned by Eint= 0, Ebool= true, E�→� = �z�:E�, and E�1 × �2

= 〈E�1 ;E�2〉.

The following proposition asserts that the terms E� have the property required to be
characteristic terms for ��.

Proposition A.3. �� ∼=cs �� if and only if E� ∈ <��=.

Proof (Only if ). Immediate by soundness.
(If) By structural induction on �� ∈Tcs.
�� =��: Trivial.
�� =⊥�: Immediate, since E� =∈ <⊥�=.
�� =  � →  �: If �� � cs �� then  � � cs ��. By induction E� =∈ < �=. Now E�→� =

�z�:E�, so, for every M ∈ < �=, E�→ �M =E� =∈ < �=, which implies E� =∈ <��=.
�� =��1

1 ×��2
2 : Similar.
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The de.nition of the terms C- is rather complex; in particular it involves the de.-
nition of “test” terms T- of type !(-)→ bool such that

(T-C-′
) ⇑ if and only if -′6cs-; otherwise (T-C-′

) ⇑ true:5

We give .rst the basic ideas on which the de.nition of the characteristic and test
terms is based.
The divergent term u� is used as a characteristic term for ⊥�. The term T⊥�

= �
z�:isdef(z) when applied to a divergent term diverges, and converges to true if applied
to a convergent term, so it is used for testing whether a term belongs to ⊥�. We now
de.ne the characteristic term for -=⊥� →⊥� as

C⊥→⊥�
= �x�.if (T⊥�x) then E�: (A.1)

In fact,
• (C⊥� →⊥�

N )⇑ if N ⇑ , so C⊥� →⊥� ∈ <⊥� →⊥�=.
• (C⊥� →⊥�

N )⇓E� if N ⇓ , so C⊥� →⊥�
=∈ <�� →⊥�= (note that �� →⊥��cs⊥� →

⊥�).
The de.nition of (A.1), however, cannot be generalized to all cs-types for the fol-

lowing reason. Assume that we have to de.ne C 1 →  2 →⊥�
. This term should diverge

only if applied to two arguments N1 and N2 that belong, respectively, to  1 and  2,
i.e, such that (T 1N1)⇑ and (T 2N2)⇑ . Now one could try to de.ne

C 1→ 2→⊥�
= �x.if (T 1x) then (C 2 → ⊥�x) (A.2)

but, in this case, (C 1 →  2 →⊥�
N )⇑ whenever N belongs to  1 (see the expected be-

haviour of the terms T ). So this term would not test the second argument. In general,
we cannot apply sequentially T 1 to the .rst argument and T 2 to the second since the
divergence of the .rst test would obscure the result of the second. For this reason we
de.ne

C 1→ 2→⊥�
= �x:B 2→⊥�

(T 1x); (A.3)

where
• B 2 →⊥�

= �bbool:�x:B⊥�
(por(b; (T 2x))).

• B⊥�
= �bbool:if b then E�.

The term C 1 →  2 →⊥�
is observationally equivalent to �x:�y:B⊥�

(por((T 1x); (T 2y)))
and, therefore, to

�x:�y. if (por((T 1x); (T 2y))) then E�

which has the desired properties (note the use of the por operator). The combinators B�

are used to “delay” the testing of the arguments until the cs-type has been consumed.

5In the proof we will apply the test terms T- only to characteristic terms C-′ (so this property is exactly
what we need) but, informally, we will think of T- as a term such that T-(N )⇑ if and only if N ∈ <-=.
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The presence of conjunctions also creates di8culties. Take, for instance, the def-
inition of C�1∧�2 and assume that �1 =⊥� →⊥�→� and �2 =�� →⊥� →⊥�. Then
C�1∧�2 must be a (characteristic) term belonging to both �1 and �2. The natural idea
is to merge, in some way, C�1 and C�2 . In this case we have (modulo observational
equality):
• C�1 = �x:if isdef(x) then E�→�;
• C�2 = �x:�y:if isdef(y) then E�.
Note that (C�1N1)⇑ whenever N1 ⇑ and (C�2N1N2)⇑ whenever N2 ⇑ , for an arbitrary
N1. So C�1 ∧�2 cannot be of the form �x:�y:M ′ for some M ′ since this term cannot
diverge if applied to only one argument. Indeed, C�1∧�2 must .rst check if its .rst
argument, N1, has cs-type ⊥�, i.e., it is divergent. If it is so then C�1∧�2 applied to it
must diverge, otherwise (C�1∧�2N1) must have cs-type ⊥� →⊥�. We can obtain this
behaviour combining C⊥� →⊥�→�

and C�� →⊥� →⊥�
in the following way:

�x:D�→�;⊥�→�;⊥�→⊥�
(C⊥�→⊥�→�

x)(C��→⊥�→⊥�
x);

where
• D�→�;⊥�→�;⊥� →⊥�

= �p�→�
1 :�p�→�

2 :if isdef(p1) then �y�:D�;⊥�
(p2y);

• D�;⊥�
= �p:if isdef(p) then E�.

So C�1 ∧�2 is observationally equivalent to:

�x.if isdef(C⊥�→⊥�→�x) then �y.if isdef(C��→⊥�→⊥�
xy) then E�:

This term has the desired behaviour. In fact, C⊥� →⊥�→�
converges when applied

to (characteristic) non-divergent terms. The combinators D�; 1 ;:::; n (n¿1, �= !( 1)
= · · · = !( n)) are used to represent the delaying of the evaluation of the charac-
teristic terms until they are applied to a su8cient number of arguments to produce an
unde.ned element.
In the de.nition in Fig. 13 we assume to have an n-ary strict operator and(M1; : : :; Mn)

where the Mi are boolean terms. The operator is applied to terms Mi such that either
Mi ⇑ or Mi ⇓ true. So and(M1; : : : ; Mn)⇓ true if and only if for all i, Mi ⇓ , otherwise
and(M1 : : : ; Mn)⇑ . This operator could be easily de.ned by using the strict operator
andbool→bool→bool introduced as a constant of the language PCFP in Section 2.1. The
and of 0 arguments, and(), evaluates to true. We also use andi∈I Mi as an abbreviation
for and(Mj1 ; : : : ; Mjk ), where I = {j1; : : : ; jk}.

De�nition A.4. The characteristic terms C- ∈�!(-), and test terms T- ∈�!(-)→bool,
where - is a normal cs-type or conjunction, are de.ned according to the clauses in
Figs. 12 and 13.

Note that in the de.nition of D�; 1 ;:::; n (Fig. 13) we can have both S⊥ = ∅ and
S	=⊥� = ∅. In this case,  1 = · · · =  n =�� and D�; 1 ;:::; n = �p�

1 : · · · �p�
n :C

��
. Moreover,

note that, owing to the inductive structure (cases (2) and (3)) of the de.nition of
D�; 1 ;:::; n , the sequence of types  1; : : : ;  n can contain also (multiple) occurrences of
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•C��
=E�

•T��
= �z�:u�

•C⊥�
= u�

•T⊥�
= �z�:isdef(z)

•C�1×�2 = 〈C�1 ;M�2〉
•T�1×�2 = �z!(�1×�2):por(T�1 (prj1z);T

�2 (prj2z))

•C → = �x!( ):B (T x)
•T → = �z!( → ):T (zC )

where the terms B : bool→ !( ) are inductively de.ned as follows:

•B��
= �bbool:E�

•B⊥�
= �bbool:if b then E�

•B 1× 2 = �bbool:〈B 1b;B 2b〉
•B*→2 = �bbool:�x!(*):B2(por(b;T*x))

Fig. 12. Terms C� and T� (where � is normal)

⊥� or ��. However, the order of the types  1; : : : ;  n is not relevant for the behaviour
of the term. So, in general, we can assume that these terms are of the shape:

D

�;⊥�;:::;⊥�;︸ ︷︷ ︸
h

2�
1 ;:::;2

�
k ;��;:::;��;:::;��︸ ︷︷ ︸

s

where 21 �; : : : ; 2k
� are di/erent from ⊥� and �� and n= h+ k + s.

By induction on cs-types we can show that C ∈ < =. The main lemma for the com-
pleteness proof is the following. We are mainly interested in point (1), the other points
are needed for the induction.

Lemma A.5 Let  � and *� be conjunctions. Then
(1) C � ∈ <*�= implies  �6cs *�.
(2) T* �

C � ⇑ implies  �6cs *�.
(3) (B�N ) ��C��

implies N ⇑ and (B�N )�C�.
(4) If 2 �=�� then (D�;�1 ;:::;�nC 1 : : :C n)∈ <2= (n¿1) implies that; for some 16i6n,

�i6cs  i6cs 2.
(5) If 2 �= �� then (T2(D�;�1 ;:::;�nC 1 : : :C n))⇑ (n¿1) implies that; for some 16i6n;

�i6cs  i6cs 2.
where �; �1; : : : ; �n;  1; : : : ;  n are cs-types of underlying type �.
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Let  =�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n be a normal conjunction.
If n=1 then
• T =T�1 ,
• C =C�1 .
If n¿2 then
• T = �z!( ):por((T�1z); : : : ; (T�nz))

• C =




〈C 1 ;C 2〉; if �i =�i;1 × �i;2 (16i6n),
where, for all p ∈ {1; 2},  p =�1;p ∧ · · · ∧�np;p and

np =
{
1 if �i;p =⊥ (for all i) or �i;p =� (for all i)
n otherwise

�x!( 1):D!( 1); 1 ; :::;  n(C 1→ 1x) · · · (C n→ nx); if �i =  i →  i (16i6n)
where the terms

D�; 1 ;:::; n ∈ �� → : : : → �︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

→ �

(n¿1 and �= !( 1)= · · · = !( n)) are inductively de.ned as follows. Let

S⊥ = {i1; : : : ; ih} = {i | 16i6n and  i =⊥�};
S	=⊥� = {j1; : : : ; jk} = {j | 16j6n and  j �= ⊥� and  j �= ��}

(note that if S	=⊥� �= ∅ (k �= 0) then � =∈ {int; bool} and  j1 ∧ · · · ∧  jk is normal).
(1) If S	=⊥� = ∅ then

D�; 1 ;:::; n = �p�
1 : · · · �p�

n :if andi∈S⊥ isdef(pi) then C��
:

(2) If S	=⊥� �= ∅, �= �1 × �2, and  j = 2j × 2′j (for all j ∈ S 	=⊥�), then

D�1×�2; 1 ;:::; n = �p�1×�2
1 : · · · �p�1×�2

n : if andi∈S⊥ isdef(pi) then
〈D�1;2j1 ;:::;2jk (prj1pj1 ) · · · (prj1pjk );

D�2;2′j1 ;:::;2
′
jk (prj2pj1 ) · · · (prj2pjk )〉

(3) If S	=⊥� �= ∅, �= �1 → �2, and  j = *j → 2j (for all j ∈ S 	=⊥�), then

D�1→�2; 1 ; :::;  n = �p�1→�2
1 : · · · �p�1→�2

n :if andi∈S⊥ isdef(pi) then
�x�1 :D�2;2j1 ;:::;2jk (pj1x) · · · (pjk x)

Fig. 13. Terms C and T (where  is normal).

Proof. The proof is by simultaneous induction on the structure of cs-types. The base
of the induction is when all the the cs-types involved in the statements ( and * for
(1) and (2), � for (3), and �1; : : : ; �n for (4) and (5)) are basic, i.e., ⊥� or ��, for
some �.
(1) and (2): We consider the cases in which either * or  are basic.
*=�� or  =⊥�. Both (1) and (2) are trivial.
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*=⊥�. By de.nition C ∈ <⊥�= only if  =⊥�, so (1) is immediate. Moreover, by
de.nition of T⊥�

, T⊥�
C ⇑ if and only if C ⇑ , which from what just said about C ,

implies  =⊥�, so (2) follows.
 =��. Point (1) is derived from Proposition A.3. For (2), it is easy to prove by

induction on *, that T*E� ⇑ implies *=��.
(3) When �=⊥� or �=�� point (3) is trivial.
(4) All cs-types �1; : : : ; �n are either ⊥� or ��, so we have

(D

�;⊥�;:::;⊥�︸ ︷︷ ︸
h

;��;:::;��︸ ︷︷ ︸
s C 1 : : :C n) � if andi∈{1;:::;h}isdef(C

 i
i ) then C�� ∈ <2=

and since 2 �= �� this implies, by (1), that for some 16i6r i =⊥�6cs2.
(5) Similar to the proof of (4), using (2).
As for the inductive step assume that some of the cs-types and conjunctions involved

in the statements ( and * for (1) and (2), � for (3), and �1; : : : ; �n for (4) and (5))
are not basic. Then we must have that � is not ground, i.e., either �= �1 → �2 or
�= �1 × �2. We consider only the case �= �1 → �2 (�= �1 × �2 can be handled
similarly).
Since cs-types are normal, in cases (1) and (2) we must have  =  1 → �′

1

∧ · · · ∧  p → �′
p and *= *1 →  ′

1 ∧ · · · ∧ *q →  ′
q for p; q¿1. Assume that p; q¿2.

For p=1 or q=1 the proof is similar.

(1) C 1→�′
1 ∧ ··· ∧  p→�′

p ∈ <*1 →  ′
1 ∧ · · · ∧ *q →  ′

q= implies, for all i ∈ {1; : : : ; q},
C 1→�′

1 ∧ ··· ∧  p→�′
pC*i ∈ < ′

i =. Now we have

C 1→�′
1∧···∧ p→�′

pC*i =D�2;�′
1 ;:::;�

′
p(C 1→�′

1C
*i ) · · · (C p→�′

pC*i)

= D�2;�′
1 ;:::;�

′
p(B�′

1 (T 1C*i)) · · · (B�′
p(T pC*i)):

Now notice that, by induction on (3), either B�′
j (T jC*i) � C��1 , or B�′

j (T jC*i) � C�′
j .

Since  ′
i � cs �!( ′

i ) (being the conjunction normal), by induction (4) we get that, for
some 16j6p, �′

j6cs  ′
i and since �′

j � =⊥�2 then, by induction (2) we have also
*i6cs  j which implies  j → �′

j6cs *i →  ′
i . By De.nition 4.1 we have  6cs *.

(2) Assume T*1→ ′
1C 1→�′

1 ⇑ . Since

T*1→ ′
1 C 1→�′

1 = T ′
1 (C 1→�′

1C*1 )

= T ′
1 (B�′

1 (T 1C*1 ));

we have that, for all (16i6q), T ′
1 (C 1→�′

1C*1 )⇑ . Now

T*i→ ′
i C 1→�′

1∧···∧ p→�′
p =T ′

i (C 1→�′
1∧···∧ p→�′

pC*i)

= T ′
i (D!(�′

1):�
′
1 ;:::;�

′
p(C 1→�′

pC*i) : : : (C p→�′
pC*i))

= T ′
1 (D!(�′

1):�
′
1 ;:::;�

′
p(B�′

1 (T 1C*i)) · · · (B�′
p(T pC*i))):

Using similar reasoning to the one for point (1), we have (by induction (2) and (5))
that, for some 16j6q, (T jC*i)⇑ (and then, by induction (2), *i6cs  j) and �′

j6cs  ′
i ,

which implies  j → �′
j6cs *i →  ′

i . As in point (1) we can conclude  6cs *.
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(3) Let �� =  �1 → �′ �1 . We have (B →�′
N ) � �x�1 :B�′

(por(N;T*x)). Now if N ⇓
then por(N;T*x)⇓ (independently from the value of x) and then, by induction (3),
B�′

(por(N;T*x)) � T��2 and �x�1 :T��2 =T��
. Therefore we must have N ⇑ and so

por(N;T*x) � T*. But then �x�1 :B�′
(T*x)=T*→�′

.
(4) We have that D�;�1;··· �n has the general shape

D

�1→�2;⊥�;:::;⊥�︸ ︷︷ ︸
h

; 1→�′
1 ;:::; q→�′

q;��;:::;��︸ ︷︷ ︸
s (D−;−; for short);

where n= h+ q+ s (the order of occurrence of cs-types �i is not relevant). Now we
have

D−;−C 1 : : :C n = if andi∈{1;:::;h}isdef(C i) then D�2;�′
1;:::;�

′
q(C�h+1x) : : : (C�h+qx):

Let 2= 21 → 22 (the other cases are trivial) then D−;−C 1 : : :C nC21 ∈ <22= and so

if andi∈{1;:::;h}isdef(C i) then D�2;�′
1;:::;�

′
q(C h+1C21 ) : : : (C h+qC21 ) ∈ <22= �= <��2 =:

Now this is possible in the following two cases.

◦ If C i ⇑ for some 16i6h. Then  i =⊥� and D−;−C 1 : : :C nC21 ⇑ . So the con-
clusion is immediate.

◦ Otherwise when D�2;�′
1;:::;�

′
q(C h+1C21 ) : : : (C h+qC21 ) ∈ <22=. In this case the proof

follows by induction (4), using also (3), as in points (1) and (2).

(5) We have that

T2(D

�1→�2;⊥�;:::;⊥�︸ ︷︷ ︸
h

; 1→�′
1 ;:::; q→�′

q;��;:::;��︸ ︷︷ ︸
s C 1 : : :C n) ⇑ :

The proof is similar to that of (4).

The proof of the Completeness Theorem is now immediate.

Proof of Theorem 4.6. For all the conjunctions  1 and  2, if < 1=⊆ < 2=, then, since
C 1 ∈ < 1= also C 1 ∈ < 2=. Therefore, by Lemma A.5(1), we have  16cs  2.

A.2. Completeness of 6ct w.r.t. Misdef;por (Theorem 5.3)

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.6 and also in this case is based on the
de.nition of the “characteristic” terms C- which have the property of belonging to <-′=
if and only if -6ct -′.
We de.ne those terms for ct-types and conjunctions in normal form. The de.nition

of normal ct-types and conjunctions is obtained from De.nition A.1 by replacing ⊥�

with �⊥�.
The de.nition of C- for totality properties is in some sense dual to that of Sec-

tion A.1: in particular the role of “convergent” and “divergent” and that of the and
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•C��
= u�

•T��
= �z�:true

•C	⊥�
=



0 if �= int
true if �= bool
�x�1 :u�2 if �= �1 → �2

〈u�1 ; u�2〉 if �= �1 × �2

•T	⊥�
= �z�:isdef(z)

•C�1×�2 = 〈C�1 ;C�2〉
•T�1×�2 = �z!(�):and(T�1 (prj1 z);T

�2 (prj2 z))

•C → = �x!( ):if T x then C 

•T → = �z!(�):T (zC )

Fig. 14. Terms C� and T� (where  is normal).

and por operators are exchanged, and the “test” terms T- are now such that

(T-C-′
) ⇓ true if and only if -′6ct-; otherwise (T-C-′

) ⇑ :

This simpli.es the de.nition of C�1→�2 since we can de.ne directly

C�1→�2 = �x!(�):if (T�1x) then C�2 :

When C�1→�2 is applied to an argument (typically of the form C�′
1 ) then (T�1C�′

1 ) gives
true if �′

16cs�1 and so the evaluation yields directly C�2 . Otherwise, (T�1C�′
1 )⇑ and

the whole term diverges. So the combinators B are no longer needed.
We still need, however, the combinators D−;− since in the de.nition of C where

 is a conjunction of more than one element, say (�1 → �2)∧ ( 1 →  2), when C is
applied to an argument we cannot test immediately if that argument is in �1 or in  1,
but we must pass it to C�1→�2 and to C 1→ 2 and test whether the result is in �2 or
in  2.
In the de.nition in Fig. 15 we use the expression pori∈I Mi as an abbreviation for

por(Mj1 ; : : : ; Mjk ), where I = {j1; : : : ; jk}.

De�nition A.6. The characteristic terms C- ∈�!(-), and test terms T� ∈�!(-)→bool,
where - is a normal ct-type or conjunction, are de.ned according to the clauses in
Figs. 14 and 15.

The main lemma for the proof of completeness is similar to that of Section A.1.
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Let  =�1 ∧ · · · ∧�n be a normal conjunction.
If n=1 then
• T =T�1 ,
• C =C�1 .
If n¿2 then
• T = �z!( ):and(T�1z; : : : ;T�nz)

• C =




〈C 1 ;C 2〉; if �i =�i;1 × �i;2 (16i6n),
where, for all p ∈ {1; 2},  p =�1;p ∧ · · · ∧�np;p and

np =
{
1 if �i;p = �⊥ (for all i) or �i;p =� (for all i)
n otherwise

�x!( 1):D!( 1); 1 ;:::; n(C 1→ 1x) · · · (C n→ nx); if �i =  i →  i (16i6n)
where the terms

D�; 1 ;:::; n ∈ �� → · · · → �︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

→ �

(n¿1 and �= !( 1)= · · · = !( n)) are inductively de.ned as follows. Let

S	=� = {i1; : : : ; ih} = {i | 16i6n and  i �=��};
S	=	⊥� = {j1; : : : ; jk} = {j | 16j6n and  j �= �⊥� and  j �=��}

(note that if S	=	⊥� �= ∅ (k �=0) then � =∈{int; bool} and  j1 ∧ · · · ∧  jk is normal).
(1) If S	=	⊥� = ∅ then

D�; 1 ;:::; n = �p�
1 : · · · �p�

n :if pori∈S �=� isdef(pi) then C	⊥�
:

(2) If S	=	⊥� �= ∅, �= �1 × �2, and  j = 2j × 2′j (for all j ∈ S 	=	⊥�), then

D�1×�2; 1 ;:::; n = �p�1×�2
1 : · · · �p�1×�2

n : if pori∈S �=� isdef(pi) then
〈D�1;2j1 ;:::;2jk (prj1pj1 ) · · · (prj1pjk );

D�2;2′j1 ;:::;2
′
jk (prj2pj1 ) · · · (prj2pjk )〉:

(3) If S	=	⊥� �= ∅, �= �1 → �2, and  j = *j → 2j (for all j ∈ S 	=	⊥�), then

D�1→�2; 1 ;:::; n = �p�1→�2
1 : · · · �p�1→�2

n : if pori∈S �=� isdef(pi) then
�x�1 :D�2;2j1 ;:::;2jk (pj1x) · · · (pjk x):

Fig. 15. Terms C and T .

Lemma A.7. Let  and * be conjunctions. Then
(1) C ∈ <*= implies  6ct *.
(2) T*C ⇓ true implies  6ct *.
(3) If 2 �= �� then (D�;�1 ;:::;�nC 1 : : :C n) ∈ <2= (n¿1) implies that; for some 16i6n;

�i6cs  i6cs 2.
(4) If 2 �= �� then (T2(D�;�1 ;:::;�nC 1 : : :C n))⇓ true (n¿1) implies that; for some

16i6n; �i6cs  i6cs 2.
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Table 1

Value Name Constructors

cst Conjunctive strictness and totality ⊥; �⊥, restricted ∧ → ;×
cs Conjunctive strictness ⊥, restricted ∧ → ;×
ct Conjunctive totality �⊥, restricted ∧ → ;×
fcs− Restriction of full conjunctive strictness ⊥, full ∧ →
fct− Restriction of full conjunctive totality �⊥, full ∧ →
fcs Full conjunctive strictness ⊥, full ∧ ; ↓; ↑ →
fct Full conjunctive totality �⊥, full ∧ ; ↓; ↑ →
fcst Full conjunctive strictness and totality ⊥; �⊥, full ∧ ; ↓; ↑ →

Table 2

Value Description

� (⊥; �⊥) See De.nitions 3:3 and 6:4
⊥� (�⊥�) See De.nition 3:10
�⊥→ See De.nition 6:6
safe See De.nition 6:9

The proof of Theorem 5.3 is obtained from Lemma A.7 as in Section A.1. Theorem
4.6 is obtained from Lemma A.5.

Appendix B. Notation for the sets of non-standard types

The names used to denote the various sets of non-standard types introduced in the
paper are described by the pattern T6

7, where 6 determines the constructors used to
de@ne the non-standard types in the set, and 7, if present, speci.es which basic non-
standard types must be on the right-hand side of the rightmost arrow constructor.
The possible values of the parameter 6 are given in Table 1 and the possible values

of the parameter 7 are given in Table 2.
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